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Introduction

The past few years have seen a number of horrible, high-profile crises, including the Earthquake and
Massive Tsunami in Eastern Japan, and Hurricane Sandy, which caused billions of dollars of damage
across the Caribbean and east coast of the United States. Given the importance and urgency of response
to these disasters, there has been a heightening interest in crisis informatics, or the use of information
technology to improve the speed and effectiveness of disaster response.

One particular area where information technology holds particular promise is in the processing of
language. For example, in times of crisis, valuable information about the current state of events in
disaster-affected areas is broadcast by various individuals or organizations, in disparate locations, and in
varying forms, the majority of which involve some sort of natural language. In situations such as these,
it is extremely important to be able to aggregate and filter every bit of available information, and deliver
it as quickly and accurately as possible to those who could benefit by its provision.

In this workshop, we hope to provide a venue to propose new techniques for processing language related
to times of crisis. In particular, we place a focus on the role that language and language processing
technology can play in crisis response, analysis of social dynamics in times of crisis, and increasing
preparedness for crises that may occur in the future.
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Abstract

This paper presents a notification sys-

tem to identify earthquakes from first-

hand reports published on Twitter. Tweets

from target regions in Australia and New

Zealand are checked for earthquake key-

word frequency bursts and then processed

to identify evidence of an earthquake.

The benefit of our earthquake detector is

that it relies on evidence of firsthand ‘felt’

reports from Twitter, provides an indica-

tion of the earthquake intensity and will

be the trigger for further classification of

Tweets for impact analysis.

We describe how the detector has been

incrementally improved, most notably by

the introduction of a text classifier. Dur-

ing its initial five months of operation the

system has generated 49 notifications of

which 29 related to real earthquake events.

1 Introduction

Australia and New Zealand have experienced a

number of large scale disaster events in recent

years. Christchurch New Zealand suffered two

earthquakes of magnitude 7.1 (4 September 2010)

and 6.3 (22 February 2011) with significant after-

shocks continuing around this time. While there

were no reported fatalities for the first event, there

were 185 deaths in the second with widespread

damage and an estimated NZ$15 billion in recon-

struction costs (Bruns and Burgess, 2012).

In Australia, the Victorian 2009 Black Saturday

Bushfires killed 173 people, impacted 78 towns

with loses estimated at A$2.9 billion (Stephenson

et al., 2012). The 2010-2011 floods in Queens-

land affected 70 towns, including the state capi-

tal Brisbane, and caused infrastructure damage of

A$8 billion (RBA, 2011). Tropical cyclone Yasi

(Feb 2011) was a category 5 system that crossed

northern Queensland causing an estimated A$800

million in damage (Qld Budget, 2011).

In order to effectively prepare and respond to

emergency situations it is critical that emergency

managers and crisis coordinators have relevant and

reliable information. In Australia, this knowledge

is traditionally obtained from official authoritative

sources such as the state emergency services and

first responder agencies, such as the police force,

fire and rescue and rural fire services. Traditional

news media (television, news agency web sites and

sometimes radio) is also used to provide intelli-

gence about events.

Social media has been recognised as a poten-

tial new source of information for emergency man-

agers (Anderson, 2012; Bruns et al., 2012; Al-

liance Strategic Research, 2011; Lindsay, 2011;

Charlton, 2012). However, it is mostly used ‘pas-

sively’ in that during crisis events the emergency

services agencies use social media to disseminate

information to the community and receive user

feedback on their advice (Lindsay, 2011). In or-

der for the full potential of social media to be re-

alised, it needs to be embraced as a new ‘chan-

nel’ of information where the evolving situational

awareness of events can be improved.

This paper presents a case study outlining the

use of Twitter to detect earthquakes. The detec-

tor generates email notifications summarising the

Tweets contributing to the alert and includes an in-

dication of the intensity of the event.

2 Background

2.1 Earthquake Detection

An earthquake results from movement in the

Earth’s crust and different scales have been de-

fined to measure them. The moment magnitude

and Richter scales measure the energy released

whereas the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI)
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scale (Eiby, 1966) measures the effects.

An earthquake in the ocean may produce a

tsunami. The tsunamis in Indonesia and Thailand

on 26 December 2004 occurred with little warning

to the communities affected. The Japan tsunami of

11 March 2011 was preceded by warnings how-

ever its size was greater than anticipated and re-

sulted in widespread damage and loss of life.

Tsunami warning centres exist world wide.

They rely on the identification of earthquakes and

information from networks of sea level monitor-

ing equipment, such as coastal tide gauges and

deep ocean tsunami sensors, in conjunction with

software models to determine the existence of

tsunamis, their intensity and trajectory.

Identifying earthquakes is a time consuming

and complex task performed by highly trained

seismologists. Verification of an earthquake event

requires the use of a global network of seismic sta-

tions to determine the precise location and magni-

tude of the earthquake. This process can take up

to 15 minutes from when the earthquake occurred.

While some countries and regions have a highly

sophisticated and dense network of seismic sen-

sors, for example Japan1 has over 4000 sensors

and the state of California2 in the USA has over

3000 sensors, other countries including some that

are highly earthquake prone do not. Australia3

which is roughly 20 times the area of Japan has

only 70 sensors, earthquake prone Indonesia4 is

roughly 5 times the size of Japan and has only 400

sensors and New Zealand5 which is roughly one

third smaller than Japan and also earthquake prone

has only 300 sensors.

Recent studies (Sakaki et al., 2010; Earle et al.,

2012; Sakaki et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 2013)

indicate that when an earthquake event occurs in

populated regions, reports on Twitter can provide a

faster method of detection compared to traditional

approaches. The role of seismologists to verify

and scientifically characterise earthquakes can be

augmented by crowd sourced information that pro-

vides both an early warning and evidence of the

impact experienced by the community affected.

1http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/en/

Activities/earthquake.html
2http://www.cisn.org/instr/
3http://www.ga.gov.au/earthquakes/

seismicSearch.do
4http://aeic.bmg.go.id/aeic/indonesia.

html
5http://info.geonet.org.nz/display/

equip/Equipment

It is important to note that an earthquake’s mag-

nitude and location cannot reliably be used to in-

fer the impact on a community. For example,

the first Christchurch earthquake mentioned above

caused damage to buildings, but fortunately there

was no loss of life. The one that followed was

smaller and technically an aftershock of the previ-

ous one (Bruns and Burgess, 2012), but resulted in

fatalities and extensive damage.

2.2 Related Work

Studies of Twitter communications during crises

and natural disasters such as earthquakes, have

found strong temporal correlations with real-world

events (Mendoza et al., 2010). Applying NLP

classifiers to extracting situation awareness in-

formation has been investigated by Verma et al.

(2011). Again that study finds there is strong cor-

relation between data collected in a localised re-

gion about a local event and evidence of situation

awareness Tweet content.

Several systems have been developed for the au-

tomatic detection of earthquakes via Twitter. Earle

et al. (2012) describe a detection system operating

over a filtered Tweet stream. Importantly, Tweets

are filtered if they contain http, RT or @ sym-

bols or more than n tokens. Their detection al-

gorithm is based on a modified short-term long-

term ratio over this filtered stream. The filters

and n token heuristic aim to account for non first-

hand reports. Sakaki et al. (2010) and Sakaki et al.

(2013) have deployed a functional system in Japan

that uses natural language processing techniques

to classify Tweets containing specific keywords,

such as earthquake or shaking. Positively classi-

fied Tweets are then used to generate a probabilis-

tic spatio-temporal model of the event and particle

filtering is used to estimate the earthquake loca-

tion. Users of both systems are notified of a po-

tential earthquake via email.

2.3 Social Media Platform

In order to demonstrate the benefit of information

published on social media for emergency manage-

ment we have been continuously collecting Tweets

originating from Australia and New Zealand since

March 2010 (Cameron et al., 2012). To date, over

one billion Tweets have been processed at approx-

imately 1500 per minute. These Tweets have been

used to: experiment with alternative algorithms

for event detection; develop clustering techniques

for condensing and summarising information con-
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tent; develop language models to characterise the

expected discourse on Twitter; develop an alert-

ing system based on the language model to detect

deviations from the expected discourse; train and

evaluate text classification systems; and perform

forensic analysis.

The aim is to develop a near-real-time plat-

form that monitors Twitter to identify events and

improve the situational awareness of emergency

events for emergency managers and crisis coordi-

nators. While originally developed for Australia

and New Zealand, the technology can be con-

figured and deployed for any region. Additional

work would be required to process languages that

do not use spaces to separated words.

3 The Problem

The task is to quickly and reliably detect, locate

and estimate the intensity of earthquakes as re-

ported on Twitter. Earthquake detection provides a

targeted use case to test our social media platform.

While early detection of earthquakes can currently

be achieved using traditional methods, for exam-

ple using seismic equipment, this process is tuned

to accurately locate and measure the magnitude of

an earthquake: the energy released. An important

distinction is the earthquake intensity: the effect

of the earthquake to people and the impact on the

natural and built environments.

People Tweeting in response to an earthquake

event effectively become sensors indicating the

scale of the event in terms of the number of Tweets

collected. The Tweet content can also be analysed

to provide an indication of impact severity. These

measures, the scale in terms of number of Tweets

and the severity in terms of Tweet content, can be

combined to provide an earthquake intensity mea-

sure analogous to the MMI scale.

3.1 Preliminary Work

The Social Media platform described in Sec-

tion 2.3 was configured using heuristics to identify

firsthand ‘felt’ reports as evidence of earthquake

events. The heuristics were arrived at after exam-

ining the Tweets for all historical earthquake re-

lated alerts reported by the system.

The alerts are generated in reference to a back-

ground language model. In essence, a five minute

buffer of the most recent Tweets is maintained

where the frequency of words in the buffer is com-

pared against an historical model of expected word

frequencies. When the observed word frequency

deviates significantly from the historical model,

an alert is generated. The buffer is advanced in

one minute increments thus producing a new set

of alerts each minute. These alerts are recorded by

the platform in a database.

Note that the alerts generated by this method

correspond to bursts of unusual word frequencies

with respect to the historical language model, not

to bursts in the arrival rate of Tweets.

To determine the heuristics to use, 12 months

of historical earthquake alerts were analysed. In

summary, the process involves filtering alerts gen-

erated from the social media platform that match

earthquake related keywords, testing the currency

of the alert (only consider the first alert gener-

ated and not subsequent ones), determining if the

Tweets producing the alert are close geograph-

ically and measuring the retweet ratio (since a

retweet cannot be a firsthand ‘felt’ report).

3.2 The Heuristic Detector

An earthquake detector was developed as de-

scribed above. Heuristic thresholds were identi-

fied in reference to the earthquake events recorded

in the 12 month analysis period. When an earth-

quake event is found an email notification is gen-

erated summarising the Tweet information and

heuristic results.

This email is sent to the Joint Australian

Tsunami Warning Centre (JATWC) who have re-

sponsibility to detect earthquakes in the oceans

around Australia, to identify potential tsunami

events when such earthquakes are identified and

to issue tsunami warnings as required.

This detector has been in operation since mid

December 2012. During the first five months

of operation, 49 earthquake emails were gener-

ated. These notifications were manually reviewed

and 29 found to correspond with real earthquake

events (true positives (TP)). The remaining 20

(false positives (FP)) were a result of discussions

about earthquakes but not prompted by an event.

A review after two months of operation identi-

fied changes to the thresholds used for the heuris-

tics. Doing so improved the results, greatly re-

ducing the false positives, but required extensive

work to investigate the detected events by cross

referencing with seismically verified earthquakes

as listed by New Zealand’s GeoNet5 and Geo-

science Australia (GA)3.
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4 Introducing a Classifier

The task of detecting earthquakes from Twitter

was then considered as a text classification prob-

lem. The results obtained in the first five months of

operation described above provided a set of earth-

quake related Tweets that could be labelled as a

test set. These Tweets were used to train a clas-

sifier configured using a comprehensive range of

features. This process forms the basis of our pa-

per: improving the accuracy of the earthquake de-

tector by incorporating the use of a text classifier

to predict whether individual Tweets are instances

of firsthand earthquake reports.

The following sections describe the journey we

have taken in developing a classifier for earth-

quake detection.

4.1 Earthquake Alert Annotations

The process of reviewing the performance of the

heuristic detector involved examination of the

Tweets contributing to each earthquake related

alert and labelling them as evidence of firsthand

earthquake reports. This produced a collection

of 237 alerts, of which 45 contained examples of

firsthand earthquake reports. Reviewing the ex-

isting heuristic detector’s performance in terms

of these alerts we achieve an F1 score of 0.667

(TP=23,FP=11,TN=181,FN=12).

Figure 1 shows the number of Tweets that in-

clude the word ‘earthquake’ and contribute to an

earthquake alert. These numbers are aggregates of

multiple alerts for time periods from mid Decem-

ber 2012. There are 34 such time periods with a

total of over 8000 Tweets. 15 of these time peri-

ods have 50 or less Tweets in them, 14 have more

than 100 and two have more than one thousand.
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Figure 1: ‘earthquake’ alerts

The same data is plotted in Figure 2 showing

more detail for the time periods with fewer Tweets.

4.2 Initial Training Data

Training data was needed to configure the classi-

fier. Initially, sets of suggested positive and neg-

ative Tweets were generated by using the alert
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Figure 2: ‘earthquake’ alerts: zoomed

data identified in the alert annotation step outlined

above. All Tweets contributing to an alert labelled

as positive were initially labelled as positive and

the reverse for the negative alerts. To increase

the sample size, Tweets were also gathered from

follow-up alerts that occurred within five minutes

of the initial alert.

It is important to note that retweets have been

excluded from the classification process: by def-

inition a retweet cannot be a firsthand report of

feeling an earthquake.

The suggested positive and negative Tweets

were then examined individually to adjust the la-

bels when incorrect. The results of this initial

Tweet annotation phase produced a set of 1604

labelled Tweets, with 868 being positive and 736

negative. Examples are shown in Table 1.

4.3 Feature Selection

As noted in Joachims (1998), Support Vector Ma-

chines (SVMs) are well suited for text categorisa-

tion. We have therefore used the LIBSVM (Chang

and Lin, 2011) software, configured with the lin-

ear kernel function, to perform SVM classifica-

tion for this work. A number of features can be

used to construct a representative vector for each

Tweet. For example ngrams (unigrams, bigrams

or a combination of both), the number of words in

the Tweet, the number of hash tags and hyperlinks

used and the number of user mentions.

During the Tweet annotation process a couple of

features stood out as being particularly important:

firsthand reports are usually short, don’t contain

a hyperlink and often contain particular words in-

cluding exclamations. It was unclear whether the

other features would be helpful or not.

Note that that all Tweets used in the training

process contained either the word ‘earthquake’ or

the hash tag ‘#eqnz’: these are the keywords cur-

rently monitored by the heuristic earthquake de-

tector. These particular instances of unigram fea-

tures should not contribute to the outcome.

To determine which features contribute to the
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Table 1: Examples of positive and negative Tweets

Firsthand reports Not firsthand reports

Woah! Earthquake Magnitude 3.8 earthquake shakes Wellington: Wellingtonians were shaken
awake by a magnitude 3.8 earthquake early. . . http://t.co/rT4UvjzH

Earthquake!! 2 small 3-second-each i thought there was an earthquake or some sort of world ending experience
tremors just now!! but then i realised my brother was running around upstairs.. woops

That was a goodun. #eqnz Large earthquake struck Vanuatu. Imagine the thoughts running through
their heads when the earth started to shake

oooh, big wobble, heard that Can’t believe it’s been 2 years today since Christchurch had its major
coming way off #eqnz earthquake #KiaKaha

task of identifying firsthand earthquake reports,

a 10 fold cross validation process (Hastie et al.,

2009) was used with all combinations of the

following features: ngram combinations, Tweet

length, hash tag count, user mention count and

hyperlink count. Table 2 shows a subset of the

results, including the accuracy measures achieved

by training on each single feature only, plus the

highest scoring feature combination.

Table 2: Training Results (averages)

Feature Accuracy F1
(% correct) score

Tweet length (word count) 77.9 0.796
User mention count 64.2 0.746
Hash tag count 65.8 0.654
Hyperlink count 73.1 0.800
Unigrams 86.7 0.882
Bigrams 80.7 0.843
Combo of uni and bigrams 86.5 0.880
Unigrams plus all others 90.3 0.912

As expected, the words used within each Tweet

(ngrams), the hyperlink count and Tweet length all

perform well by themselves, with the user mention

count and hash tag count in particular being less

important. The combination of all of these fea-

tures however, produces the highest average accu-

racy and F1 score.

4.4 More Training Data

The combination that produced the best score in

the feature selection process was used to train a

classifier using the annotated Tweet data described

in Section 4.2. It was not appropriate to use this

classifier to revisit the accuracy of the earthquake

alerts since the Tweets contributing to each alert

were used to train the classifier. Instead, a new

training dataset was created from Tweet data be-

fore December 2012; before the heuristic detector

was deployed.

The classifier was used to aid this process. The

Tweets contributing to historical earthquake alerts

(pre December 2012) were processed by the clas-

sifier to generate roughly 2000 suggested positive

and negative Tweets. As before, each suggested

positive and negative Tweet was examined and in-

correct labels were manually adjusted resulting in

1094 positive and 940 negative Tweets.

The classifier was then retrained over the new

training data set using the same features identified

earlier. Evaluation of the new classifier using the

initial training data as the test set produced an ac-

curacy of 91.13% and an F1 score of 0.921.

4.5 Removing Stop Words

When preparing Tweet ngrams for the classifier,

stop words are removed. Our stop word list is sim-

ilar to those commonly used for traditional Natural

Language Processing (NLP) tasks. It has however

been extended to include additional Twitter related

words and expletives, which are commonly used

when experiencing an earthquake event: removing

them may reduce the effectiveness of the classifier.

Experiments were run to determine the accuracy

of the classifier due to the stop word removal pro-

cess. Three training and test runs were carried out

with various stop words lists: the original list, the

original list with expletives and exclamation words

removed and an empty list.

The results, shown in Table 3, indicate that the

classifier worked slightly better with a modified

stop word list and slightly better again with no stop

words. Based on this, all future experiments used

an empty stop word list.

Table 3: Stop Word Combination Results

Stop word set F1 score Accuracy

original 0.9207 91.13%
modified 0.9221 91.19%
empty 0.9223 91.38%
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4.6 Feature Selection Revisited

With a now larger collection of annotated Tweet

data and evidence that stop word removal should

not be used, the feature selection process was re-

visited. This time, instead of using the 10 fold

cross validation process, a simple time-split vali-

dation process (Sheridan, 2013) was used: Tweets

before a certain time are used to train the classifier

and Tweets after are used for testing.

The same cut off time of mid December 2012

was used. In addition to the first set of features

evaluated, the presence of a hash tag or mention

was now included. This resulted in 144 iterations

looking at all feature combinations.

The best performing combination found was

unigrams, Tweet length, mention count and hyper-

link count with an accuracy of 91.44% and an F1

score of 0.922. Note that in this case, higher ac-

curacy results were achieved without the hash tag

related features and unigrams once again outper-

formed bigrams.

4.7 Tweet Count for Training

Annotating large numbers of Tweets is an onerous

process taking considerable time to accomplish.

The dependence of the training set size to the ac-

curacy of the resulting classifier was tested. This

was done by repeatedly training and testing the

classifier using training set sizes of 50, 100, 150

and so on. Initially we naively chose the first 50

Tweets from the training data based on their cre-

ation timestamps, and then included the next 50

and so on. The Tweets were selected in chrono-

logical order rather than random order to emulate

increasing Tweet collection periods. The results

are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Accuracies: increasing training sizes

Figure 3 shows that almost the same accuracy

(89.4% and F1 score of 0.903) can be achieved by

annotating only 1000 Tweets which is half the size

of our original training set. The variation in the re-

sults for smaller training set sizes was concerning.

This may be due to a bias resulting from uneven

proportions of positive and negative Tweets used.

After examining the mix of Tweets used in these

test sets, we found this was the case: there were

only 71 positive Tweets in the test set of size 500.

To account for the variation in classifier per-

formance over smaller training set sizes, we ran

another experiment where we tried to evenly bal-

ance the proportion of positive to negative Tweets,

where possible. The results are shown in Figure 4

where it can be seen that classifier performance

improved significantly even for small data sets.
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Figure 4: Accuracies: equal Tweet mix

5 Improved Earthquake Alerting

5.1 Summary

The classifier has now been trained on approxi-

mately 2000 Tweets from September 2010 to De-

cember 2012. It has been configured to use the

features: unigrams, Tweet length, hyperlink count

and mention count and does not perform stop word

removal. Using this classifier, the Tweets con-

tributing to the original post December 2012 earth-

quake alerts have been reanalysed. For each alert

we now generate two additional statistics: the per-

centage of Tweets classified as positive and the ge-

ographic spread (GeoSpread) of just the positive

Tweets. The GeoSpread measure is an indication

of how close geographically a collection of Tweets

is. This is one of the tests used in the existing

heuristic detector and has values ranging from 1

(very close – in the same suburb) through to 15

(far apart – continental scale).

5.2 Further Improvements

When an earthquake alert has subsequent alerts

within 30 minutes of the first, the next two alerts
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are also used to generate statistics. The aim was

to determine if testing follow up alerts is helpful.

There have been occasions when the first alert fails

the heuristic detector’s threshold criteria and is im-

mediately followed by an alert that passes.

We evaluated the alerts using a variety of mod-

ifications to the original heuristic algorithm and

with variations of classifier configuration. The re-

sults are shown in the Table 4.

5.3 Results

As can be seen from Table 4, adding the new

rule where the percentage of positively classi-

fied Tweets must be at least 50% dramatically in-

creases our F1 score. Also, it has removed all

of the original false positive instances. Using the

GeoSpread of only positively classified Tweets in-

stead of all non-retweets also improved the result,

although in our test cases it only removed one false

negative instance.

Extending the evaluation to include the alert that

immediately follows the original also improved

the accuracy. However, in the cases where it is the

second alert that passes the test, there is a delay of

at least one minute before the notification is sent.

This is due to the time taken to identify the sec-

ond alert generated from the advancing buffer as

described in Section 3.1. Evaluating the next two

alerts did not improve the accuracy significantly;

one false negative instance was removed but a new

false positive instance was added.

The final test relaxed the rules for the minimum

number of Tweets and the retweet percentage pro-

ducing the highest F1 score and reducing the num-

ber of false negatives to 4, but an extra 2 false pos-

itives are introduced.

Overall, the use of a text classifier has greatly

improved the accuracy of our earthquake detector,

from the original F1 score of 0.667 to 0.881 and

original accuracy of 89.87% to 96.85%.

5.4 Deployment

The inclusion of a text classifier has shown to sig-

nificantly improve the accuracy of our detector.

The contents of the notification email generated

via the heuristic detector has been extended to in-

clude the classification results.

Figure 5 shows an example notification email.

The first section contains a summary of the ‘earth-

quake’ alert noting the heuristic result that trig-

gered the notification: the GeoSpread measures,

retweet percentage and a classification summary.

It also contains further information produced from

our social media platform not previously dis-

cussed: the results of clustering the Tweets con-

tributing to the alert and a summary of the Tweet

locations.

Figure 5: Example notification email

The bottom section of the email summarises the

Tweet content each prefixed by a ‘+’ or ‘-’ to indi-

cate the classification result. Note that this exam-

ple was generated by replaying an historical event

and wasn’t generated via live Tweet data. Also the

list of Tweets has been edited to save space.

The information in the notification email per-

forms three functions: it alerts the recipient of the

possibility of an earthquake event, it provides a

summary of the reasoning as to why an alert has

been generated (the heuristics met and the text

classifier results), and it includes a concise sum-

mary of the information reported on Twitter.

The reader of the email can quickly assess if the

alert is genuine, a true positive, and determine the

intensity of the earthquake with reference to the

number of Tweets reported and by quickly review-

ing their content.

6 Further Work

We are developing a classifier to determine

an earthquake’s intensity analogous to the

MMI (Eiby, 1966). Examination of Tweets related

to an earthquake reveals that a small percentage

contain descriptions of the impact. For example

the following (real) Tweet could be classified as

level ‘VI Strong’ in the MMI scale:

Massive earthquake. House covered in glass.

Bookshelf on floor. Lights fallen out. Still shaking

This information can be combined with de-

mographic information to help in this determina-

tion: a small number of Tweets originating from

a sparsely populated region would be given more

7



Table 4: Results

Modification TP FP TN FN F1 accuracy Heuristic rules used

Original 23 11 181 12 0.667 89.87% numTweets > 3 geoSpread < 4
heuristic RT% < 18

Including 23 0 192 12 0.793 94.71% numTweets > 3 geoSpread < 4
classification RT% < 18 pos% >= 50

Including classification and 23 0 192 11 0.807 95.13% numTweets > 3 posGeoSpread < 4
GeoSpread of positive Tweets RT% < 18 pos% >= 50

Looking at 25 0 192 7 0.877 96.88% numTweets > 3 posGeoSpread < 4
next alert RT% < 18 pos% >= 50
as well (for either alert 1 or 2)

Looking at 25 1 191 6 0.877 96.86% numTweets > 3 posGeoSpread < 4
next 2 RT% < 18 pos% >= 50
alerts (for either alert 1 or 2 or 3)

Looking at the next 26 3 189 4 0.881 96.85% numTweets > 2 posGeoSpread < 4
2 alerts with relaxed RT% < 30 pos% >= 50
numTweets and RT% rules (for either alert 1 or 2 or 3)

‘weight’ compared to the same number of Tweets

from a densely populated region. There are other

opportunities around data integration also: com-

bining with existing seismic sensor information

and utilizing finer grained geo-location of Tweets.

There are also other areas to explore with our

Social Media platform. The notification features

will be extended to include other emergency man-

agement use cases such as fire detection and mon-

itoring, cyclone tracking, flood events and crisis

management incidents, for example terrorist at-

tacks and criminal behaviour.

Another area of development is to use classi-

fiers trained to identify impact information. Such

classifiers, for example Yin et al. (2012), could be

integrated with our system and we intend to ex-

periment with different SVM configurations (er-

ror rates and kernel functions) and explore the

use of semi-supervised learning using an induc-

tive/transductive SVM to incrementally further

train a classifier with user provided input as a ‘live’

event unfolds.

When an earthquake event is identified, subse-

quent Tweets could be processed by the impact

classifiers to produce a follow up impact analysis

email a short time afterwards.

7 Conclusions

Our social media platform provides information

captured, filtered and analysed from Twitter using

a background language model to characterise the

‘normal’ activity. Unusual events are identified as

alerts when the observed activity varies from that

historically recorded. These alerts are then filtered

and the contributing Tweets processed to identify

evidence of an actual earthquake event.

The initial heuristic based detector has been sig-

nificantly improved by the introduction of a text

classifier. The process of training the classifier

has been extensively reported outlining the jour-

ney taken to identify different collections of test

data, alternative methods of training the classifier,

the impact of filtering stop words and the effect

of varying the training set size when training the

classifier.

The result has been been an incremental im-

provement to our ability to identify earthquake

events as reported on Twitter. Our detector has

improved in terms of the F1 score from an initial

value of 0.667 to 0.881.

Our system generates email notifications of a

possible earthquake event, summarises why our

system considers it be evidence of firsthand ‘felt’

reports and includes a concise summary of the in-

formation from Twitter. The recipient can quickly

assess if the alert is genuine and gain a quick

overview of the intensity of the earthquake with

reference to the number of Tweets reported and by

reviewing their content.
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Abstract

In order to achieve high-level resilience
against disasters, effective utilization of
previous emergency management infor-
mation is necessary. The goal of this
project is to establish effective utiliza-
tion of emergency management informa-
tion and emergency response logs that are
accumulated as a fundamental dataset to
learn lessons for emergencies in the fu-
ture. More precisely, we develop a frame-
work that simplifies structuring emer-
gency management information and cre-
ating databases through various media or
formats by exploiting technologies such
as natural language processing to fix the
bottlenecks for inputting information in
emergency response sites, to share disas-
ter state, and to contribute towards achiev-
ing more effective use of human resources.
The academic aim of this project is to
establish the task of creating a database
of emergency management information as
a subfield of natural language processing
applications.

1 Introduction

In order to confront natural disasters which could
become a national crisis, high-level resilience
against disasters is required. To achieve this, it is
necessary to assume emergency situations, prompt
actions for emergencies, and conduct quick and
correct restorations and recoveries. This requires
effective use of emergency management informa-
tion.

In response to the 2011 Tohoku earth-
quake/tsunami in Japan, a strong desire for the de-
velopment of new methods to improve emergency
response came about. The basic framework for
emergency management by local governments is

the following: (i) As soon as a disaster takes place,
the local government organizes a headquarter for
disaster control, which consists of the mayor (as
the director-general) and directors from executive
branches (Water and Sewer Division, Civil En-
gineering Division, etc.) as well as representa-
tives from the police, the fire station, etc. (ii)
Each executive branch collects disaster informa-
tion from a large variety of sources and responds to
requests from disaster sites. (iii) The collected in-
formation is conveyed to the headquarter and also
shared with other branches so that the headquarter
and branches can effectively cooperate with each
other. (iv) The headquarter keeps the situation in
perspective and makes local government-wide de-
cisions. (v) A summary of the accumulated dis-
aster information and responses is communicated
to neighboring local governments and the higher
administrative division (i.e. prefecture or state).

As the reader may imagine from the above, the
most important key for this whole system to work
effectively is communication; i.e. the key issue
is how efficiently and precisely information about
the progress situation and the responses against it
can be shared among the executive branches and
the headquarter together with the outside of the
disaster site. Unfortunately, however, the 3.11
earthquake revealed that in most local govern-
ments in the disaster-hit areas, the current means
for emergency management communication was
crucially inefficient, which sometimes caused mis-
communications and prohibited the disaster con-
trol headquarters from making optimal or appro-
priate decisions. While the inefficiency of com-
munication was partly due to severe damages of
communication networks, critical problems arose
even under the situation where communication
networks were available. In most of the local
governments in the disaster-hit areas, each piece
of information from outside (through phone calls,
radio communications, etc.) was recorded only
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Figure 1: Emergency management systems in Japan and United States.

by hand writing and thus distributed to divisions
in charge only by oral communication or through
white boards as shown in Figure 1. This makes
it difficult to efficiently share emergency manage-
ment information among divisions and local gov-
ernments, also hinders promptly update status of
disaster response.

In contrast, in the United States, WebEOC
(EOC: Emergency Operation Center), a web
browser-based information system conformable
to a standardization of incident management by
NIMS (National Incident Management System),
has been introduced to more than 80% of the state
governments, and has achieved effective emer-
gency responses. To operate the systems, pro-
fessional employees are hired at each crisis man-
agement office to manually input emergency man-
agement information as structured information us-
ing a computer. Standardization of information
management in crisis situations has internationally
progressed and has been recommended for ISO
22320. On the other hand, such emergency man-
agement information systems have not been intro-
duced to actual situations in Japan.

It is not enough that simply converting emer-
gency management information from a large va-
riety of sources to unstructured texts. Realizing
quick and correct restoration and utilization of
them for the future disasters needs making them as
structured information to be searchable by storing,
classifying and organizing them. The structuriza-
tion consists of selecting one of database schemas
and search its items from texts, and prohibitively

high cost will be required if the operation is per-
formed by human. In order to operate such system
with limited resources, reducing the cost of struc-
turization is essential.

Given this background, we have launched a
government-founded three-year project to develop
a system that assists with creating databases of
emergency management information to digitize,
accumulate and utilize them. We address the fol-
lowing three issues in this project.

Designing standard DB schemas for emergency
management information By analyzing actual
emergency response operations, we design stan-
dard DB schemas for emergency management in-
formation that can be commonly applied for di-
verse local governments.

Developing a system that assist with creating
emergency management information databases
By further advancement of natural language pro-
cessing technologies, we develop a system that ef-
ficiently stores unstructured emergency manage-
ment information to databases. This system at first
extracts important information from unstructured
texts, selects one of database schemas, and finally
fills each of the elements with a corresponding ex-
pression in a text, as shown in Figure 2.

Environmental improvement for the usage of
emergency management information systems
We develop a training package that includes di-
verse and real scenario data and analyzes issues of
developing information and communication tech-
nologies for emergency response through experi-
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Figure 2: Creation of emergency management information databases.

ments of technologies of adding emergency man-
agement information to databases.

In addition, we develop a system that uni-
fies these research outcomes and evaluates per-
formance of the developed system by conducting
experiments cooperated with the emergency man-
agement information system. Through discussions
of technical and systematic issues we will have,
we find knowledge for deploying the system into
the field.

2 Research Issues and Plans in Our
Project

In this project, we develop an emergency manage-
ment information database creation support sys-
tem using speech recognition and natural language
processing technologies as shown in Figure 3. To
do this, we (1) design emergency management
information schemas, (2) develop an emergency
management information database creation sup-
port system whose inputs consist of various forms
of information such as speeches, faxes with hand-
written characters, and so on, and (3) improve the
environment for the usage of the emergency man-
agement information system. In addition, we in-
corporate the developed system into WebEOC, a
standard emergency management information sys-
tem, and then conduct demonstration experiments
with the developed system by cooperating with lo-
cal governments to analyze technical and system-
atic issues in deploying the system into the field.
The detailed explanations of the tasks we address
are explained as follows.

2.1 Task 1: Designing Emergency
Management Information Schemas

In this task, we at first analyze emergency re-
sponse operations thus far in local governments
cooperating in this project. We then design
and standardize emergency management informa-
tion schemas and develop a system that assists
with creating emergency management information
databases. In addition, we develop a framework
that automatically creates emergency management
information in conjunction with WebEOC.

In our prior work, we developed a set of emer-
gency management information schemas applica-
ble to earthquake emergencies in local govern-
ments. In this project, we develop such schemas
applicable for not only local governments, but
also umbrella organizations of them, such as
ordinance-designated cities and administrative di-
visions of Japan, and for central governments. In
addition, we design a set of standardized schemas
applicable for other emergency situations such as
wind damage, flood damage, eruption and pan-
demics. In research and development, we not only
clean up elements of emergency management in-
formation, but also extract and standardize them
to be able to apply for several emergencies and lo-
cal governments by analyzing results of demon-
stration experiments. More precisely, we first go
to interview employees of disaster affected local
governments. Next, we organize disaster response
instances in chronological order by referring vari-
ous forms of histories and analyze them to clear is-
sues regarding emergency information processing.
Because there are local governments who man-
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Figure 3: An emergency management information database creation support system.

age pieces of emergency information using paper-
based media such as FAX and share them in their
own formats as shown in Figure 4, we consider
the needs for these local governments by establish-
ing sharable and flexible emergency management
information schemas customizable for each local
government.

Then, we standardize emergency management
information schemas through comparison to out-
comes of previous work. Standardization of emer-
gency management information schemas is con-
ducted through several opportunities such as do-
mestic or international conferences, and developed
on a cloud-based system. For this, we develop
a guideline of the cloud-based system as a emer-
gency management cloud through ASPIC (ASP-
SaaS-Cloud Consortium) 1 and encourage broad
use of the system.

2.1.1 Research Issues and Plan
Toward efficient sharing of emergency responses,
United States defined Incident Command System
(ICS) Forms, a standard of federal emergency
management, in which items required for ICS are
defined. The templates of them were provided to

1http://www.aspicjapan.org/

WebEOC. However, it is unclear whether those
forms are both necessary and sufficient for operat-
ing response activities. Additionally, they may not
be applicable to response in Japan. In a Kashihara
city case study, Higashida et al. (2012) created
operational templates to deal with necessary data.
Schemas of the templates indicate necessary data
items for operations. They are, however, not
based on information in actual response. In or-
der to establish standard emergency management
schemas which are applicable for various types
of emergency situations and usable in ordinance-
designated cities, the administrative divisions of
Japan and central governments, we interview lo-
cal governments to draw out information of past
emergencies and analyze them to address the is-
sue.

2.2 Task 2: Development of an Emergency
Management Information Database
Creation Support System

The task of developing an emergency management
information database creation support system con-
sists of (a) development of emergency manage-
ment information structurization technologies and
(b) development of a user interface for creating
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emergency management information databases.

2.2.1 Developing Emergency Management
Information Structurization
Technology

We assume that inputs in the system are dig-
itized unstructured texts transformed from pri-
mary emergency management information such as
sounds and papers, e-mails, and social networks.
We develop a structurization technology that auto-
matically extracts information which corresponds
to items in schemas from unstructured texts.

Considering actual use of this technology, we
have to handle not only text data but also speeches
and images. However, considering the fact that
this research has a limited time frame of only
three years, we decided to concentrate on creat-
ing databases from digitized, unstructured texts.
Since speech recognition performance depends on
speech environment, acoustic model, etc., it is
necessary to consider such factors into improve
the accuracy of speech recognition which digi-
tize emergency management information. In this
project, we assume that speech input is performed
by some particular operators. This enables us to
provide invariable environment for speech recog-
nition. Also we consider using a fixed form for
reading out emergency management information.
On the other hand, existing hand-written character

recognition technologies are currently not reliable
for use, so it would be necessary to read hand-
written texts out loud and digitize the speech via
speech recognition.

Structurizing emergency management informa-
tion of digitized texts and converting them as
databases can be seen as a task of information ex-
traction. However, in contrast to the traditional in-
formation extraction tasks, our task is more com-
plicated and challenging because there are diverse
types of entries in emergency management infor-
mation schemas to fill. For example, this task
requires handling various types of information:
not only named entities but also domain-specific
events (subside, fire, etc.), modality information
(e.g. available), etc. Since we have already de-
veloped several natural language processing tech-
nologies, we advance these technologies along
with taking measures to adopt them for emergency
management information. Also, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, various linguistic knowledge and domain
knowledge are required to structurize emergency
management information. For instance, we have
to recognize that a cross represents a point in a
road, the cross is located in a particular area, and
“can pass through” means “the road is available”.
Thus exhaustive acquisition of such knowledge is
critical to the successful development of this tech-
nology. We also advance investigating technolo-
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gies of large-scale linguistic and domain knowl-
edge acquisition from web pages.

2.2.2 Development of a User Interface of the
Emergency Management Information
Database Creation Support System

For the emergency management information
databases we design in this project, we prepare
schemas for more than ten divisions of local gov-
ernments and define dozens of items for each of
the schemas. The structurization we described in
Section 2.2.1 requires extraction of extremely fine-
grained database items from natural language text,
and this kind of difficult task setting has not yet
been explored in previous work. Thus, instead of
using system outputs without change, we need a
system which can easily display choices presented
by the system for operators to select. To address
this, we develop a high-quality framework that ef-
ficiently create databases from unstructured emer-
gency management information by effectively us-
ing emergency management information structur-
ization technologies. These technologies are im-
proved through interactions with users and ma-
chine learning approaches which enable us to dy-
namically improve the performance of the system
by user feedback.

2.2.3 Research Issues and Plan

The structurization includes diverse information
extraction subtasks including named entity recog-
nition (NER) such as location names (city, road,
etc.), facility names (shelter, shop, school, etc.),
numerical expression identification and normaliz-
ing, relation extraction (RE), location name dis-
ambiguation and slot filling.

In Message Understanding Conference (MUC)
(Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) and Automatic
Content Extraction (ACE) (Doddington et al.,
2004) communities, various information extrac-
tion tasks including named entity recognition, re-
lation extraction and slot filling have been ex-
plored. The task of disambiguation location ex-
pressions is called toponymy disambiguation, and
has been explored by (Buscaldi and Rosso, 2008b;
Buscaldi, 2010; Buscaldi, 2011; Habib and van
Keulen, 2013; Bo et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013)
and GeoNLP Project2. For the task of disam-
biguation location names, Buscaldi and Rosso de-
veloped Geo-WordNet (2008a) in which entries

2http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/GeoNLP/

of location names are coupled with their coordi-
nates. TAC Knowledge Base Population (KBP)
(McNamee and Dang, 2009; Ji et al., 2010a; Ji
et al., 2010b) also has dealt with the task of entity
disambiguation task as an entity linking problem
where systems are required to link entity mentions
to corresponding database entries. The difficulty
of our task is that we have to detect fine-grained
actual locations of location expressions which can
include not only named entities but also expres-
sions with general nouns (e.g. the convenience
store in front of the station). Such disambigua-
tion of general location expressions is a major is-
sue since systems are required to predict actual en-
tities from contextual information, etc. There is no
previous work that addresses this kind of difficult
task setting.

Also, how to collaborate with speech recog-
nition systems is an important issue. Since the
performance of the state-of-the-art speech recog-
nition system is not perfect, we explore how to
input emergency management information effec-
tively and accurately from speeches.

Customizability is also an important require-
ment to make the system applicable for various lo-
cal governments because processes of emergency
management information can be different for each
local government. We establish effective cus-
tomizing methods through cooperating with local
government employees.

2.3 Task 3: Environment Improvement for
the Usage of Emergency Management
Information Systems

In the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, it was
indicated that emergency response requires infor-
mation sharing between departments or organiza-
tions. In order to implement cross-organizational
information sharing in disasters, it is essential to
regularly hold emergency drills. Regarding drills,
Hu et al. (2007) developed techniques for munic-
ipal employees to create drill scenarios reflecting
local characteristics, by using samples. Motoya et
al. (2009) examined emergency training manage-
ment systems considering human resources devel-
opment. The previous studies, however, were not
focused on scenario contents which enable offi-
cials to enhance information sharing skills. It is
essential in disasters to collect and handle infor-
mation, create common operational pictures, and
use them. Drill scenarios are required to check and
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improve such skills. It is important to best utilize
practical response data of the Earthquake to cre-
ate such scenarios and implement drills to provide
them.

For improvement of the environment for the us-
age of emergency management information sys-
tems, we prepare manuals that describe usage of
the emergency management information systems
and the database schemas used in the system.
Also, we develop a scenario dataset for emergency
drills. More precisely, we generate (a) hazard and
damage maps for the purpose of training in emer-
gency situations using a Web service we have de-
veloped. In addition, we create (b) a progress sce-
nario of issues to be addressed based on the emer-
gency management manuals, responses for flood
damages, research results regarding cause-effect
structures and the interview for employees in dis-
aster affected local governments. Based on (a) and
(b), we create a drill scenario dataset while appro-
priately including emergency responses for sev-
eral emergency situations. Since we use the emer-
gency management information database creation
support system in training, we conduct situation
annotation by using appropriate media consistent
with the input interface of the system. Also, the
drill scenario dataset will be used as a data for
developing several structurization technologies in
Task 2. To exploit the drill scenario data, we make
the dataset capable, especially in size, for training
machine learning models. This scenario dataset
will also be used as an evaluation scenario for con-
ducting demonstration experiments. In addition,
we prepare a useful manual that describes the us-
age of the scenario dataset by clarifying required
contents of the manual in the demonstration exper-
iments.

2.3.1 Research Issues and Plan
In the improvement of the environment for the us-
age of emergency management information sys-
tems, we need emergency response data to de-
velop drill scenarios. However, so far, digitized
emergency responses have not been accumulated
as archives. The records of emergency responses
in Tohoku earthquake/tsunami have especially not
been digitized, which can be effectively utilized
to conduct emergency response training for poten-
tial Nankai Trough off the coast of western Japan.
Developing training datasets and designing emer-
gency management systems require actual emer-
gency management records that are digitized and

recorded in a unified way. However, there are
several local governments which cannot provide
such records. In order to address this issue, we
develop a drill scenario data by enhancing lim-
ited emergency response data obtained from inter-
views for emergency responders by complement-
ing them with damage information and status in-
formation. In addition, we take every possible
means to develop drill scenario data by examining
media used for situation annotation and consider-
ing status change due to emergency responses. Af-
ter the development, we improve the data by ask-
ing employees in charge of disasters in local gov-
ernments to check the data. By developing a mul-
tiple drill scenarios, we make the data applicable
for various local governments.

To encourage broad use of the system, we
demonstrate the system and conduct emergency
response training in the local governments that co-
operated with us. In the encouragement, we make
the system cloud-based and construct a system
which makes it easily available to conduct training
in local governments through networks. In making
the system cloud-based, we follow ISO22320, the
standard of emergency management.

3 Current Status

We have already developed cooperative relations
with some disaster affected local governments and
have analyzed emergency response records pro-
vided by them in regards to how many contacts
were received for each division, etc. From the
analysis, we obtained fundamental information
which should be considered in the development of
database schemas. By analyzing the documents
of the emergency management headquarter, we
found that (i) updates of emergency information
are mainly focused on 3 days after the disaster
and (ii) understanding an overview of the disas-
ter is easily accomplished by organizing and fix-
ing items of emergency management information
beforehand, etc.

Based on the data and the analysis, we devel-
oped a sample scenario data consisting of 100 en-
tries and used it as reference data for designing
the system. Table 1 shows some entries extracted
from the developed scenario data.

Based on the data, we analyzed the task
of creating emergency management information
databases in the light of natural language process-
ing, and designed a flow consisting of structur-
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Affairs division Text
本部:消火活動 17時現在、15時に発生した洞沢の火災は鎮火しました。
Headquarters:Extinguishing The fire occurred at 3 p.m. in Dozawa was extinguished.
本部:物資調達 ベビーおむつの在庫が支所にはありません。中上薬局から粉ミルクも確保する必要があり

ます。
Headquaters:Procurement Diaper is now out-of-stock in the branch. It is also necessary to obtain the powder milk from

Nakaue pharmacy.
本部:交通規制対応 大谷の国道４５線は津波によって陥没しており、通行不能です。
Headquarters:Traffic regulation Route 45 in Otani is currently not available because there is subsidence due to tsunami.
避難所:開設・閉鎖 小泉中の避難所を副分団長が確認しました。昨日より開設とのこと。電気もガスも水も使

えないので支援願います。
Shelter:Establishment/closing The vise-reader of the division checked a shelter in Koizumi junior high school. It has been

established from yesterday. Utilities are not available. Support is requested.
避難所:施設復旧 津谷中学校は、停電していますが、教室を解放して避難者を受け入れています。
Shelter:Restoration There is no electricity in Tsuya junior high school, but it is opening classrooms and accepting

refugees.
避難所:物資 寺谷からおにぎりが１００個の到着したので、仙翁寺にいる約２００人の消防団へ届けま

した。
Shelter:Goods We received 100 rice balls arrived from Teraya and sent them to a fire company which consists

of about 200 members in Sennoji.
避難所:仮設トイレ 小泉中学校です。至急、10個ほど仮設トイレを設置できないでしょうか？
Shelter:Temporary lavatory This is Koizumi junior high school. Please install about 10 temporary bathrooms as soon as

possible.
とりまとめ様式・避難者 避難者の報告です。小泉中学校が約４００人、はまなすの丘が約３００人になります。
Summary:Refugees A report on refugees. There are about 400 refugees in Koizumi junior high school and about

300 refugees in Hamanasu-no Oka.

Table 1: Samples of the developed entries of emergency management information.

ization of natural language texts, template selec-
tion, information extraction, and error correction
by humans. In the structurization of natural lan-
guage texts, we found that we need morphologi-
cal analysis, chunking, dependency parsing, coor-
dination analysis, entity extraction, event extrac-
tion, numerical expression recognition, location
expression recognition, relation extraction, modal-
ity analysis, voice analysis, aspect analysis, exis-
tence analysis, clause relation analysis, discourse
relation analysis and anaphora resolution.

We have started to develop linguistic analyzers
required for the development of the proposed sys-
tem, including a numerical expression recognizer,
location expression recognizer, relation extractor,
etc. As of now, the developed system is still in
infant stage.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we described an overview of our
project, developing a system that assists structur-
ing of emergency management information, and
its current status. To utilize emergency manage-
ment information in order to improve resilience
against emergencies, we develop a framework that
simplifies structuring emergency management in-
formation through various media or formats by
exploiting natural language processing technolo-

gies. The tasks we address in this project are: (1)
Designing standard DB schemas for emergency
management information, (2) Developing a sys-
tem that assists with creating emergency manage-
ment information databases, and (3) Environmen-
tal improvement for the usage of emergency man-
agement.

In the future, we plan on establishing the
database schemas commonly applicable for vari-
ous local governments, and we progress with the
development of the system that assists with cre-
ating databases with emergency management in-
formation using natural language processing tech-
nologies. After the development, we include the
developed system into WebEOC, a standard emer-
gency management information system, and con-
duct demonstration experiments with local gov-
ernments to analyze technical and systematic is-
sues for deploying the system into the field.
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Abstract
At the early phase of the Great East Japan
Earthquake a vast number of tweets were
made on Twitter. Even though many
of them were calling for emergency res-
cue, they were not found timely due to
the vast number of tweets including well-
intentioned tweets to support those emer-
gency rescues. In order to deal with
the situation, the authors developed and
launched a website on March 16, 2011,
which automatically extracts rescue re-
quests, categorizes similar statements into
several statements and then lists them.
This paper covers in detail not only the
technology of the system but also how it
has already collaborated and been applied
to #99japan, a project to support de-
livering emergency rescue requests. Note
that #99japan is an activity to monitor
the process of the rescue based on Twit-
ter and coming from the thread started by
temporary volunteers who organized on a
Japanese textboard 2 “2chan-
nel.”

1 Introduction

The Great East Japan Earthquake occurred on
March 11, 2011 has obviously caused a wide range
of damages. At the early phase of the earthquake,
a large number of transmissions of information
were made not only through mass-media in exis-
tence such as TV broadcast, newspaper and maga-
zines but also social media such as Twitter. While
the leading mass-media companies focused on in-
formation about the seriousness and damages due
to the earthquake at affected areas for general pub-
lic, the information which is useful for disaster

survivor were also absolutely imperative. Under
this situation, local radio broadcast, local news-
paper and social media contributed to satisfy the
needs.

From the early phase of the earthquake, a
vast number of the tweets with the hashtag
’#j j helpme’, meaning requesting rescues,
were made on Twitter, one of the most famous
social media in Japan. These kinds of tweets in-
cluded “[Want to spread the infor-
mation]”, so that well-intentioned people who just
wanted to contribute to help people highly tended
to retweet those tweets unconditionally. As the re-
sult, similar rescue requests were flowed on Twit-
ter and this made it very difficult to trace whether
the rescue requests were actually reported to rele-
vant authorities, which is the most important pro-
cess.

In order to deal with the situation, we developed
a website on March 15, 2011, which automatically
extracts rescue requests, categorizes similar state-
ments into several statements and then lists them
and launched the website on the next day (Aida
et al., 2011; Aida et al., 2013). This paper cov-
ers in detail not only the technology of the sys-
tem but also how it has already collaborated and
been applied to #99japan, a project to support
delivering emergency rescue requests. Note that
#99japan is an activity to monitor the process
of the rescue based on Twitter and coming from
the thread started by temporary volunteers who
organized on a Japanese textboard 2
“2channel”.
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2 Rescue Requests

2.1 Identification of Rescue Requests
We analysed the vast number of rescue requests in
the early stages of the earthquake on Twitter; as a
result, we identified the following four cases:

1. Primary rescue request information;

2. Secondary rescue request information, in-
cluding redundant information;

3. Non-rescue request information; and

4. Rescue completion report.

We call information categorized in the case 1
or 2 rescue requests and one in the case 3 a
non-rescue request respectively. Information cat-
egorized in the case 2 also includes a statement
that contains the string “[Want to
spread the information].” Volunteers might not
know whether or not each request was reported
to authorities at each information; however, they
still understood the current situation in the disas-
ter area from a remote location by spread requests.
Primary rescue requests on Twitter correspond to
original tweets by some survivor and each sec-
ondary ones correspond to retweet, reply or men-
tion.

On Twitter, it should be noted that statement is
preceded by a time series back from the beginning
of a sentence, where each quoted statement is post-
fix, and the primary rescue request is shown at the
last place of the tweet in many cases:

user1: a mention for user2; RT

@user2: a mention for user3; RT

@user3 . . . RT @usern: a primary

rescue request.

posted at MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm:ss

2.2 Rescue Requests
In order to extract rescue requests on Twitter, we
tried to find the words below that tended to be in-
cluded in rescue requests, categorized them, and
then summarized them as regular expressions in
heuristics:

1. Rescue requests should include the follow-
ing:

• Words included in street addresses in or-
der to identify the address of the rescue
request (5 words).

• Words related to the safety confirmation
and to circumstances of life lines (21
words).
Example: “whereabouts,”
“serious,” “request,” “evacua-
tion.”

2. Non rescue requests should include the fol-
lowing:

• Proper names that have been included in
the past false rumours (14 words).
Example: “Hanayama village,”
which became Kurihara city merged
with other surrounding municipalities in
2005, so it did not exist in 2011.

• Official Twitter account names of the
news media, because the media has al-
most already reported to relevant author-
ities (20 words).
Examples: radio rfc japan,
fct staff, [Aa]sahi, FKSminpo,
[Nn][Hh][Kk], nhk seikatsu,
i jijicom eqa, kahoku shimpo,
akt akita tv, NTV,
telebee tnc, NISHINIPPON,
zakdesk, 781fm.

• Specific person’s names, such as
celebrities and politicians, countries,
party names and organization names,
because there is no possibility of rescue
requests including the thought and creed
(9 words).
Examples: “Democratic Party
of Japan,” “Liberal Demo-
cratic Party of Japan,” “Social
Democratic Party,” “Communist
Party,”

• The names of countries and interna-
tional organizations, because they are al-
most secondary information of the news
media (6 words).
Examples: “USA,”
“France,” “United Nations,”

“UNICEF.”
• Words related to the nuclear accident,

because rescue requests are not in-
clude scientific technical terminology
(10 words).
Examples: “cesium,”
“iodine,” “uranium,”
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“plutonium,” “radiation,”
“radioactivity.”

• Words unused in rescue requests (8
words).
Examples: “laughing,” “criti-
cism,” “terrorism.”

• Words included in tweets using too
many hashtags, because they are inde-
pendent of the original meaning of the
tags (6 words).
Examples: “forecasts market,”

“risk manage-
ment information.”

3 Listing Policy for Rescue Requests

In the early stages of the earthquake, because we
needed to release immediately our site extracting
rescue requests, we decided to dare to volume dis-
play their requests on a single page in order for
users not to look over information that they needed
due to the info glut. Our site has been displayed
300 requests initially but now displayed 1000 re-
quests at one time.

There were two reasons why we adopted the
policy as listed below:

1. Extracted requests might include noise infor-
mation. If we tightened filtering rules by our
regular expression, it would be possible that
the serious rescue requests would not be dis-
played.

2. By displaying rescue requests on the same
page, volunteers could search requests in de-
fault feature of any web browser and, further-
more, avoid from checking multiple pages
due to pagination.

Based on this policy, we manufacture a system ex-
tracting rescue requests by way of trial March 15,
2011, and launched the website on the next day
(Aida et al., 2011).

3.1 Extraction Algorithm of Rescue Request
Information

Overview of the method of extraction algorithm
of rescue request information on Twitter is as fol-
lows:

1. Obtain HTMLs on the tweet information in-
cluding each search word listed in Figure 1
which is related to the earthquake disaster.

2. Perform the following process for all infor-
mation obtained:

(a) Merge tweets included in the HTMLs
into the existing log file of the site and
store the merged log file.

(b) Preclude what appears to be non-rescue
request information from the extracted
log file by filtering according to the rules
described in Section 2.2

(c) Produce a similar tweet key by the fol-
lowing procedure based on the result of
(b):
i. Remove the longest string of up to

“@” from the beginning of a tweet
sentence.

ii. Convert a similar tweet key into
15 letters obtained by removing the
Japanese syllabary and ASCII char-
acters.

(d) Classify tweets into equivalent tweet
classes, where we call the oldest tweet
in equivalent class represented tweet,
by using an associative array of similar
tweet keys.

3. Make a list of latest 1000 items including the
following lines and update the site:

• Sentence of a represented rescue request
tweet;

• Tweet latest date and time of the tweet;
• Tweet oldest date and time of the tweet:
• The number of tweets in class including

the tweet; and
• Estimated source URL in the

form “http://twitter.com/
screen_name/statuses/
tweet_ID”) .

4 Rescue Activity

In web-based rescue activities, volunteers needed
to share situations about rescue activities. After
our site opened, we scouted out for such activi-
ties to cooperate the site and really participated in
a rescue activity #99japan organized by Kaichi
Tamiya.
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#j j helpme #j i helpme #hinan
#jishin #jisin #tunami
#311sppt #311care #311sien
#itaisousaku 99japan #anpi
#aitai #Funbaro #hope4japan
#prayforjapan #ganbappe
#save busshi #save volunteer
#save gienkin #save kids
#saigai #shinsai #tasukeai
#fukkou #fukko #save miyagi
#save fukushima #save iwate
#save aomori #save ibaraki
#save chiba #save nagano
#save sendai #save ishinomaki
#save iwaki #ishinomaki
#shiogama #rikuzentakata

+ +
+ +

� �

Figure 1: Search Words to Extract Rescue Re-
quests

4.1 Situation on the Net of In the Early
Stages of the Great East Japan
Earthquake

In the early stages of the earthquake, many activi-
ties have been launched in the Net. Disaster infor-
mation has been made public in portal sites such
as Yahoo! and Google.

In particular, “Google Person Finder” was well-
known safety as confirmation system, which was
used from the Haiti earthquake of January 2010
(Google, 2011). “ANPI NLP” was a project
launched by voluntary researchers to augment the
safety information of the system from the Net in a
method of natural language processing (Murakami
et al., 2011; Neubig et al., 2011).

As a system including rescue operations, “sin-
sai.info” was also well-known (Seki et al., 2011).
The site was constructed using a crowdsourcing
tool Ushahidi, which was used in many disasters
since 2007 and was famous as a system built on the
day of the earthquake. Also, a variety of systems
were published such as sites displaying a time line
of tweets related to the earthquake tags on Twitter,

radiation dose maps and so on.
However, countless volunteers and systems

across the country could not quickly cooperate
necessarily in the early stage; rather, utilizing ex-
isting systems, volunteers had decided the rules by
trial and error and was involved in rescue activi-
ties.

In textboard 2channel, the thread on rescue ac-
tivities (2channel, 2011) was opened immediately
in the day of the earthquake, Some anonymous
volunteers participated in the thread launched a
Wiki (2channel ID:nx64KwTT, 2011) and a res-
cue map (#99japan, 2011a) on the earthquake.

4.2 Rescue Assistance Project for The Great
East Japan Earthquake: #99japan

March 15, 2011, Kaichi Tamiya (Twitter ID:
@ktamiya) was managing a report activity his-
tory by using the comments section of his blog
(Tamiya, 2011a). March 18, inviting members
our rescue support activities taking advantage fol-
lowers on Twitter, he organized ‘the rescue as-
sistance project for The Great East Japan Earth-
quake #99japan” (Tamiya, 2011b).

Overview of this project activity was as follows:

• : Twitter

Purpose: We notify agencies about the res-
cue requests obtained from the Net, such as
Twitter, to save the survivors.

• :

Activities: We report of rescue requests, ver-
ify the accuracy of request information and
advice for survivors, until request supplies
prevail in disaster-stricken areas and the ar-
eas enter the first stages of recovery.

This project adopted an existing editing rule
for the rescue request map (#99japan, 2011a)
and a supply request map (#99japan, 2011b),
which were based on Google maps. In addi-
tion administrators of the maps also participated
in #99japan, so it was notable that #99japan
was one of the rescue projects for survivors in the
early phase of the Great East Japan Earthquake.
#99japan was also a hashtag on Twitter

as well as a project name. Any member of
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#99japan could tweet many rescue requests and
related activities appended with #99japan on
Twitter, so their tweets shared among members.
Of course, their tweets were also visible in the
non-members. It was the biggest feature to com-
municate among users by the hashtag #99japan
in the Twitter-based activities.

We proposed using our site to volunteers of
#99japan to find rescue requests on the Net ef-
ficiently.

4.3 Activity Flow
We show below the activity flow of information
sharing, map editing and source verification in
#99japan (@ma chiman, 2011):

• Information sharing and map editing:

1. Member of the project tweets rescue re-
quest information with a street address
obtained by our site or other informa-
tion sources, to which are appended the
string “#99japan” as a hashtag in or-
der to facilitate to share information to
the members in a short period of time.

2. According to of the shared information,
member selects a point of the street ad-
dress on the map and reports to relevant
organizations such as the police, where
the point is classified into
(a) not reported;
(b) reported but unknown whether re-

solved;
(c) resolved already; or
(d) other.

3. Member fills in the content of report to
the pop-up point in the map in a descrip-
tion rules.

• Source verification work:

1. To update the local information that is
constant number of days elapsed from
the time of the rescue request, mem-
ber follow the information providers and
ask the change of environment.

2. Member contacts the neighbourhood
residents, asks their situation and writes
a checking status to the map.

3. Depending on the content and the pres-
ence or absence of reply, member re-
flects the following information on the
pop-up of the point at the map:

(a) resolved;
(b) there is no new information;
(c) not contact; or
(d) other information,
which are added the modified date and
Twitter ID of reporting member.

4.4 Cooperative Rescue Activities with
#99japan and Our Site

We continued to improve the site after the date as
March 20 to conform to the needs of members.

We show a line graph about the number of ac-
cesses to the site as Figure 2. Analyzing the graph,

Figure 2: Changes in the Number of Accesses Our
Site Extracting Rescue Requests.

we have confirmed the following trends:

• The number of accesses was particularly high
activity immediately after the start of March
20 and the release date.

• Early April emerged from an emergency
state, the number of accesses was increased
temporarily.

• When large afterquakes was invoked in
Miyagi April 4 and Fukushima of April 11
and 12 respectively, the number of accesses
was increased again.

There was no quantitative data to show whether
our site was helpful. Because most of the project
members at the time is the anonymous partici-
pant, it is too difficult for our site to survey effi-
ciency of rescue. However, we got good evaluated
tweets on Twitter by the project #99japan chair
Tamiya, @ma chiman who opened the official
website (@ma chiman, 2011) of the project,
and the rescue map (#99japan, 2011a) admin-
istrator @juntaro33 as follows:
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• Immediately after organizing #99japan,
@ma chiman suggested that the project
members used our site to find rescue requests.
(March 20, 2011.)

• When we implemented several additional
functions into our site, @ma chiman and
@juntaro33 admire our implementation.
(March 25, 2011.)

• @juntaro33 said that he was using our site
as the most useful now. (April 2, 2011.)

• @juntaro33 said that most of the informa-
tion on the map were obtained from our site.
(April 6, 2011.)

By the project activity used the rescue map and
the supply request map (Figure 3), The project had
reporting and supporting activities more than 200
points on the rescue and supply request maps, re-
spectively, in about three weeks until early April.

Figure 3: The Supply Request Map of
#99japan.

5 Consideration for Our Actively

Looking back on #99japan, it was important
to have 2channel textboard as a virtual place to
gather in case of large earthquake existed. In fact,
2channel users became volunteers and shared dis-
aster information such as rescue requests on the
day of the earthquake on several social media,
such as Twitter, mixi which was a famous SNS in
Japan, Wiki sites and so on.

Then, Twitter users and others naturally joined
the #99japan and they could share more res-
cue requests on Twitter. In particular, utilizing
“#99japan” as a hashtag was a very signifi-
cant as a mechanism that could be shared rescue
progress and completion report. Importance of
progress and completion report like this has been

pointed out by many researchers on Twitter (Ya-
mazaki et al., 2012).

In the rescue activities, “freshness of the rescue
request information” was particularly important;
our site had contributed to the report activities sup-
port efficient, utilized as a source of information
sources to #99japan.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We developed and launched a website which ex-
tracted and listed rescue requests among all the in-
formation on Twitter on March 16, 2011, which
was right after the Great East Japan Earthquake.

Through participating and collaborating with
the activities of #99japan, a relief project of the
Great East Japan Earthquake based on Twitter, it
has turned out that exchanging messages to find
appropriate information, report and check the sta-
tus of the process on a timely basis based on the
information of rescue requests listed on the web-
site.

According to the requests of the members of
#99japan, we also made efforts in order to in-
crease the precision of extraction of information
of rescue requests and to improve functions of the
website for that. It is reported that social media
was taken advantage of in backup activities at the
early phase after the earthquake.

Further research could be analyzing the needs
among the log file of the website which is still
processing at present, and creating a well adaptive
system for the disaster recovery relief.

It should be also noted that fortunately sev-
eral important factors got connected by chance in
#99japan. However it is also important to refine
a framework of social system for letting volunteers
work effectively and rapidly at disasters and at fol-
lowing restriction activities now in normal time.
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Abstract

This research proposes a framework for ef-
ficient information extraction and filtering
in situations where 1) extreme reliability
is important, 2) the amount of information
to be combed through is massive, and 3)
we can expect a relatively large number of
human workers to be available. In particu-
lar, we are motivated by needs in times of
crisis, and assume that in order to ensure
the high level of reliability required, it will
be necessary to have at least one human
worker confirm all extracted information.
Given this setting, we propose a method
to improve the efficiency of manual veri-
fication by deciding which information to
present to workers using machine learn-
ing techniques. Even given this efficient
search framework, the amount of informa-
tion on the internet is still too much for one
user to handle, so we additionally create a
web-based framework that allows for col-
laborative work, and an algorithm that al-
lows for this framework to work on large
data in real-time. We perform an eval-
uation using data from Twitter after the
Great East Japan Earthquake, and com-
pare efficiency using both traditional key-
word search and the proposed learning-
based method.

1 Introduction

In times of crisis, internet sites, and particularly
social networks such as Twitter,1 overflow with in-
formation, with some reports noting an increase
of activity by as much as 20 fold (Miyabe et al.,
2012a). This information spans all genres, from
questions or comments about the state of affairs,
statements of opinion, emotional pleas, or even the

1http://twitter.com/ retrieved on 2013-4-9.

spread of false rumors (Qu et al., 2009; Mendoza
et al., 2010). Perhaps the information of the most
interest is that which helps either crisis-responders
or evacuees get a better grasp of situation (Vieweg
et al., 2010), and this is particularly true when the
information is provided directly by people in the
disaster-affected areas (Starbird et al., 2012).

However, distinguishing useful information
(e.g. “there is water at the evacuation cen-
ter in Sendai high school”) from unreliable or
non-actionable information (e.g. “just arrived at
the evacuation center, so tired...”) takes a large
amount of human effort. Luckily, however, the
effort of good-willed internet users is one thing
that is often plentiful in times of crisis. There
have been many success stories where volunteers
have banded together to turn natural language data
into machine-readable format (Starbird and Stam-
berger, 2010), translate crisis-related information
(Munro, 2010), gather survivor lists from evacu-
ation sites and enter them into a central database
(Google Japan, 2011), or even annotate data for
the creation of specialized information extraction
systems (Neubig et al., 2011). Given the large
amount of work required in these collaborative ef-
forts, it is common for as many as hundreds of vol-
unteers to be involved in any single task.

On the other hand, examinations of the types
of information provided on social networks after
crises have shown that the number of possible in-
formation extraction tasks is large (20-30 by Cor-
vey et al. (2012)’s classification). Information re-
quirements also vary greatly from situation to sit-
uation, with the direction of the wind being impor-
tant during the Oklahoma wildfires, and radiation
measurements being important after the nuclear
meltdown following the Great East Japan Earth-
quake (Vieweg et al., 2010; Doan et al., 2012).
While a large number of volunteers may be mo-
bilized for a single task, scaling this approach to
tens or hundreds of disparate tasks has not proven
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possible given in a timely fashion. However, by
increasing the efficiency of each volunteer, it is
possible to reduce the overall number of volun-
teers needed, thus increasing the potential to tackle
a much larger number of tasks in the short time-
frame allowed after a disaster.

As a result, there have been a number of works
that attempt to remove the requirement for man-
ual labor by automating the information extrac-
tion process. For example, it has been noted that
it may be possible to automatically identify in-
formation that contributes to situational awareness
in general (Verma et al., 2011), or for more pin-
point tasks such as identifying information about
safety of evacuees (Neubig et al., 2011), evacu-
ation routes (Ishino et al., 2012), or information
providers in disaster affected areas (Starbird et al.,
2012). While these systems are quite promising,
taking human workers out of the loop completely
raises questions regarding the reliability of the in-
formation provided.

Given this background, in this work we examine
a framework that enables teams of volunteers to
identify useful information in a fashion that is effi-
cient, collaborative, and highly reliable. In partic-
ular, to ensure reliability, we assume that all infor-
mation provided must be checked by at least one
volunteer. However, we increase the efficiency of
this manual verification by learning a classifier to
decide which pieces of information are likely to
be relevant and should be presented to volunteers.
Each time a new piece of information is labeled
as either relevant or irrelevant to the task at hand,
the classifier is updated to be more accurate at the
task. Finally, to take advantage of collaborative
work, we implement the proposed framework in a
web interface that can be used collaboratively by
many workers simultaneously.

Overall, while each of the individual compo-
nents described below are not novel (quite stan-
dard, in fact), our work makes four major contri-
butions: 1) combining these techniques into one
over-spanning framework for efficient information
extraction (Section 2), 2) proposal and evaluation
of the information extraction framework in a col-
laborative setting, something that has not covered
extensively in previous work (Section 3), 3) a rel-
atively extensive manual evaluation of the frame-
work on real large-scale data in times of crisis
(Section 4), and 4) an open-source implementation

of the proposed framework.2

2 Information Filtering/Extraction
Framework

As mentioned in the previous section, the over-
all goal of this paper is to efficiently extract reli-
able information from the internet. To formalize
this notion, we define the target of the information
extraction system as a collection of documents
D = {D1, . . . , DI}. From a given document
Di we would like to gather all pieces of infor-
mation Ti = {ti,1, . . . , ti,J} relevant to our given
task. Each piece of information is vector contain-
ing K slots to be filled ti,j = {ti,j,1, . . . , ti,j,K}.
In addition, we define U = {u1, . . . , uI} where
each ui corresponds to document Di and indicates
whether there is at least one piece of useful infor-
mation in the document ui := (|Ti| > 0).

To give a concrete example, let us assume that
the information we are interested in is evacua-
tion areas after a crisis, and the target that we
are extracting from is Twitter posts. In this case,
each document Di would be a Twitter post, and
ui would be a binary variable indicating whether
there is any useful information in the post. ti,j

would be a set of entries about a particular evacu-
ation site, where each column may indicate traits
of the evacuation site such as “city,” “address,” and
“current status.”

In the following two sections, we describe the
proposed framework for finding this information
in two steps: filtering, where we estimate the
usefulness ui of each document, and extraction,
where we extract the information Ti from docu-
ments that pass the filtering process. In particu-
lar we focus on filtering useful documents from a
large document collection, and use a simple man-
ual extraction process.

2.1 Information Filtering

We first describe two approaches to information
filtering: a baseline of keyword search, and our
improved method based on relevance feedback.

2.1.1 Keyword Search
Almost any attempt to find information in a
large document collection will start with keyword
search, where documents are retrieved according
to a user query Q. In the terminology that we in-
troduced above, this means that ui will be true ei-

2Available at http://phontron.com/webigator
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ther when all of the keywords match

ui := (|Di ∩Q| = |Q|) (1)

or when at least one of the keywords matches

ui := (|Di ∩Q| > 0). (2)

While this technique is extremely simple, it has
also proven useful in actual rescue efforts that
monitor social networks for information in times
of crisis (Aida et al., 2012).

2.1.2 Information Filtering using Classifiers
However, keyword search is clearly not sophis-
ticated enough to adequately make the decision
whether a particular document contains informa-
tion useful to a particular task, with the “and”
search in Equation (1) filtering out too many docu-
ments, and the “or” search in Equation (2) picking
up too much noise. As a solution to this problem,
it is common to use machine learning to create
more sophisticated classifiers (Sebastiani, 2002).

Here, we overview classifiers in the case of bi-
nary classification between ui = 1 (true) and
ui = 0 (false). In this case, we define N feature
functions ϕn(Di) that express various character-
istics of the document Di. Each feature function
is assigned a weight λn and the weighted sum of
feature functions is the document’s score s(Di)

s(Di) =
N∑

n=1

λnϕn(Di). (3)

In the case of s(Di) ≥ 0, Di is classified as a
positive example, and in the case of s(Di) < 0,
Di is classified as a negative example.

In order to learn the weights λ =
(λ1, λ2, . . . , λK), a corpus of documents D
is annotated with labels U∗, and a classifier such
as support vector machines (SVMs) or naive
Bayes classifiers is used to train the weight values
(Joachims, 1998). In this research, we use naive
Bayes classifiers as they are extremely fast to
learn and perform reasonably well on document
classification tasks (Dumais et al., 1998). In naive
Bayes classifiers, we calculate the conditional
probability of label u given the feature ϕn

P (u = 1|ϕn) = c(ϕn, u∗ = 1)/c(ϕn)

where we slightly abuse notation for clarity by
defining c(ϕn) to be the sum of all values of

ϕn(Di) for labeled documents and c(ϕn, u∗ = 1)
to be the same sum for documents labeled with
u∗ = 1. The probability of a label given the docu-
ment is the product of the feature probabilities

P (ui = 1|Di) =
∏
n

P (u = 1|ϕn)ϕn(Di)/Z

where Z is normalizes the probabilities to add to 1

Z = P (ui = 1|Di) + P (ui = 0|Di).

We can define score s(Di) as the log odds of
P (ui = 1|Di)

s(Di) = log P (ui = 1|Di)− log P (ui = 0|Di)

which allows us to define each weight λn as

λn = log c(ϕn, u∗ = 1)

− log c(ϕn, u∗ = 0).

However, zero counts for either positive or nega-
tive labels will cause the log odds to be negative or
positive infinity, so in many cases, the counts are
augmented with a pseudo-count α for smoothing
(Mackay and Petoy, 1995):

λn = log(c(ϕn, u∗ = 1) + α)

− log(c(ϕn, u∗ = 0) + α). (4)

It should also be noted that while standard clas-
sifiers are trained using the document labels U , it
is also possible to directly label the features ϕn

(Melville et al., 2009; Settles, 2011). In this case,
let l(ϕn, u∗ = 1) be a function that is 1 if feature
ϕn is labeled positive, and 0 otherwise. We fur-
ther augment Equation (4) with a pseudo-count β
in the case of labeled features

λn = log(c(ϕn, u∗ = 1) + α + βl(ϕn, u∗ = 1))

− log(c(ϕn, u∗ = 0) + α + βl(ϕn, u∗ = 0)).
(5)

In other words, if a positively labeled feature ex-
ists in a particular document Di, that document
will have a higher chance of being labeled posi-
tive. This is useful in our situation, as any clas-
sifier we build will likely be combined with key-
word search as described in the previous section,
and the features corresponding to these keywords
can automatically be labeled as positive.

The bottleneck in the construction of these clas-
sifiers is the manual creation of the labels U∗,
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which takes a significant amount of time and ef-
fort. Fortunately, there has been some movement
for disaster preparation to create labeled corpora in
the crisis-related domain (Verma et al., 2011; Neu-
big et al., 2011; Corvey et al., 2012). However, as
all pre-constructed resources, these will be neces-
sarily limited to tasks forseen before an actual dis-
aster occurs, and also limited by the language of
the resources (i.e. English or Japanese).

2.1.3 On-the-fly Information Filtering with
Relevance Feedback

In the framework in this paper, we propose using
a different approach that requires no prior creation
of labels U∗ (and thus no foresight into the infor-
mation that may be necessary in any particular sit-
uation), but also can take advantage of machine
learning techniques to improve the accuracy of in-
formation filtering. In order to do so, we start with
no labels and simple keyword search, but utilize
the framework of relevance feedback (Zhou and
Huang, 2003) to iteratively improve the classifier.
The iterative process is as follows:

Search: From all unlabeled documents in D with
at least one matching keyword, the system
selects M documents with the highest score
s(Di) and displays them to the user.

Extraction/Feedback: The user extracts infor-
mation Ti from each document Di (as de-
scribed in the following section), and notes
through the interface whether the document
had any useful information (u∗

i = 1) or did
not (u∗

i = 0).

Learning: Once the user finishes extracting infor-
mation from the M documents, the new la-
bels are submitted to the learning algorithm,
weights are updated, and we return to step 1.

This process is extremely simple, but also satis-
fies a number of desiderata for our system. First,
before any examples are labeled, it is possible to
use simple keyword search as a starting point, so
users can start search immediately without any
prior labeling of data.3 However, we still have the
potential to greatly improve efficiency by learn-
ing a classifier that can reduce the number of false

3It is also theoretically possible, and likely useful to up-
date the keywords during the annotation process. This is sup-
ported by the interface, but we decided to avoid keyword up-
dating in our experiments to reduce the number of factors
influencing results.

examples (u∗
i = 0) that the user has to view.

Second, the labeling criterion is extremely intu-
itive: if useful information that can be added to
the database is found, the label is positive, and if
useful information is not found the label is neg-
ative. Thus, users can essentially perform search
exactly as they would normally, but the accuracy
of the search results improves after each set of M
documents is viewed and labeled.

2.2 Information Extraction

The final part of the framework is the process of
extracting information Ti from each document Di.
This is an interesting problem in its own right,
with large amounts of work on automated meth-
ods (Sarawagi, 2008). There are also some works
on the extraction of highly reliable information
by including a human in the extraction practice
by either writing regular expressions (Caruana et
al., 2000), or by correcting mistakes made by au-
tomatic extraction methods (Kristjansson et al.,
2004; Culotta and McCallum, 2005). While these
works are relevant to our current task, our evalua-
tion experiments are run on very short documents,
for which the relevant information can manually
be read, copied, and pasted into a spreadsheet with
relatively high speed. Thus, in this work, the ex-
traction of information from relevant documents is
performed entirely by hand, and we leave expan-
sion to more sophisticated methods to future work.

3 Collaborative Interface

While the method described in the previous sec-
tion allows for efficient and reliable information
filtering for a single worker over small-scale data,
it cannot be trivially applied to larger data. The
reason for this is two-fold. First, to implement the
method described in the previous section, every
example must be re-scored every time the classi-
fier weights change, which results in a wait time
between each example that linearly increases with
the size of data at hand. Second, the previously de-
scribed method assumes that there is only a single
worker, but there are physical limits on the amount
of data that a single worker can handle.

In this section, we further improve the frame-
work presented in the previous section by imple-
menting it as a streaming and collaborative in-
formation aggregation interface. The framework
handles information streams by not re-scoring ev-
ery possibly example, but performing greedy re-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework

Figure 2: Example of the annotation interface

scoring of only candidates to be presented to work-
ers and keeping a limited number of top-scoring
candidates in a memory cache. The framework
is collaborative as it is implemented through a
multi-user web interface that communicates with
the scoring and aggregation server running in the
background. An overview of the framework is
shown in Figure 1.

We also show an example of the annotation in-
terface in Figure 2. On the task page, there is a
place to view and enter the keywords for the cur-
rent task, and several (in this case, five) examples
to be viewed and labeled by the worker. Once the
worker has viewed all instances, and clicked either
“+” for positive or “-” for negative, the labels can
be submitted to the server to update the weights.

3.1 Work Flow from the User Side

We assume a use case where we have a small
group of users, and one of the users is designated
as the leader of the group.

Before the users commence the information fil-
tering process, the group decides the type of in-

formation they want to extract (e.g. “informa-
tion about evacuation areas within Miyagi prefec-
ture”). Next, the users choose one or more key-
words related to this information (e.g. “miyagi”,
“evacuation”). The group leader then creates a lo-
cation where all of the users can aggregate infor-
mation to the specified topic using an online docu-
ment management service such as Google Docs,4

or a special-purpose web site. Every user in the
group then accesses the annotation interface, la-
bels instances, and inputs the useful information
found in positive instances into the location where
the information is being aggregated. To ensure
that multiple users are not viewing the same in-
formation, each document is only displayed to a
single user.

3.2 Work Flow from the Server Side

When the group leader specifies the first keywords
to be used in the task, the computation server
starts to acquire examples from a web information
source such as Twitter. There is a certain amount
of overhead required to run even a simple classi-
fier such as that described in Section 2.1.2, so to
increase the efficiency of information retrieval we
first perform a simple keyword filtering step that
removes all documents that do not contain at least
one instance of one of the specified keywords.

Given the keyword-filtered document stream,
the server then calculates the features and current
scores for each of the incoming documents. These
documents are inserted into a cache ordered in de-
scending order of score. In cases where it is neces-
sary to save memory, the cache size can be limited
appropriately, with low scoring candidates being
omitted from the cache and permanently removed
from consideration.

Similarly to the previous section, when the user
labels an example, this label is fed back to the sys-
tem and weights are retrained appropriately. How-
ever, re-scoring every document in the cache each
time the weights are updated will result in a large
time lag at each update. In order to reduce this
lag, we propose a method for approximately dis-
covering the highest scoring example in the cache
without re-scoring every example.

Specifically, we would like to display high-
scoring examples to the user, but unless we re-
calculate scores for the entire cache on every
model update there is a possibility that some of

4http://docs.google.com retrieved on 2013-4-9.
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the scores in the cache will be calculated by an
older version of the model. In order to solve this
problem in an efficient manner, we note that even
though the scores may change somewhat, in most
cases the order of the scores will remain more-or-
less the same as it was before the update. We fur-
ther take advantage of this by greedily searching
for the highest scoring example according to the
following process:

1. According to the (potentially old) scores in
the cache, find the highest scoring example
d1 and second-highest scoring example d2.

2. Re-calculate d1’s score according to the cur-
rent version of the model.

3. Compare the score of d1 to the score of the
example d2 according to the old model.5

4. If d1’s new score is higher than d2’s old
score, return d1 as the highest-scoring exam-
ple. Otherwise, re-insert d1 into the cache
and return to step 1.

It should be noted that this search is greedy, and
thus may make mistakes when d1’s score is larger
than d2, but not larger than examples that occur
farther down in the cache.

4 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
framework and tool for extraction of highly reli-
able information, we perform a series of experi-
mental evaluations. As extraction of highly reli-
able information is particularly important in times
of crisis, we used data provided as part of the Great
East Japan Earthquake Big Data Workshop6 in-
cluding all actual Japanese tweets from Twitter for
one week after the earthquake starting at March
11th, 2011, 14:45, a total of 179 million tweets.

We specify three information extraction tasks as
shown in Table 1, and use these as the targets for

5We use d2’s old model score because the cache order will
change the most when the user labels an example as negative.
In these cases, if both d1 and d2 are similar to the negatively
labeled example, both will see a large reduction in score, so
we d1’s new score will be much smaller than d2’s old score,
but not necessarily smaller than d2’s new score. To ensure
that we continue penalizing high-scoring instances that are
similar to the negatively labeled instance, we continue updat-
ing the cache until we find an example that both had a high
score according to the old model (and thus a high position in
the cache), and a high score according to the new model.

6https://sites.google.com/site/prj311/

Figure 3: Results for three tasks with regards to
pieces of information extracted and the 5-minute
rolling average percentage of presented tweets that
contained useful information. The horizontal axis
is time in minutes.

our experiments. The first task consists of find-
ing information about evacuation areas or rescue
supplies that may be useful to those in disaster-
affected areas, and the other two tasks are related
to finding posts either requesting or providing in-
formation about the safety of evacuees.

Given our goal of efficient and reliable identi-
fication and extraction of information as stated in
Section 1, we use as our evaluation measure the
number of tweets able to be verified by workers
in 30 minutes. In addition, to more closely simu-
late the actual situation of the tool being used in a
crisis-response setting, all workers were asked to
fill in a web form indicating information such as
“location,” “situation,” or “name” in accordance
to the information that would likely be useful for
each of the tasks.

Given this data and these tasks, we perform two
rounds of experiments to compare the efficiency
of the learning-based interface compared to simple
keyword search (Section 4.1) and the efficacy of
collaborative work (Section 4.2).
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Type Keywords
Evacuation/Rescue Supplies 避難所 (evacuation area),給水 (water supplies),炊き出し (food supplies)
Safety Info. Request 連絡 (contact),取れない (cannot),待って (waiting)
Safety Info. Provision 連絡 (contact),無事 (safe)

Table 1: Filtered information and corresponding keywords

4.1 Evaluation of Learning-based
Information Filtering

First, we perform an evaluation of the information
filtering interface described in Section 2.1.3. As
features, we use character 1-to-5-grams,7 and a
naive Bayes classifier, as it is extremely efficient
to both classify and update. In Equation (5), we
set α = 1 and β = 5. As a baseline system, we
use simple keyword search. All results were pro-
vided by a single user who had time to practice
using the interface before results were recorded.

We show the results for the three tasks in Fig-
ure 3. From the results indicating the number of
pieces of useful information extracted on the left
side of the graph, we can see that the proposed
learning capability improves the efficiency, with
increases ranging from 35%-159%. This increase
can be largely attributed to an increase in the infor-
mation filtering accuracy, or the number of docu-
ments displayed to the user that have at least one
piece of useful information. The rolling average
of accuracy is shown on the right side of Figure 3.

We can see that there is a significant differ-
ence in the information filtering accuracy be-
tween tasks, and this affects the gain afforded
by the learning capability. Specifically, “Safety
Info. Provision” has lower accuracy than the
other tasks, largely because it is difficult to distin-
guish between provision of information (“I heard
that XXX is safe”) and requests for information
(“I wonder if XXX is safe”), while the latter is
much more common in the corpus (approximately
five times according to Murakami and Hagiwara
(2012)’s estimate). Thus, for more difficult tasks
improving the accuracy of the classifiers could
lead to further improvements in the gains provided
by the proposed technique.

4.2 Evaluation of the Collaborative Interface

In addition, to evaluate the collaborative web inter-
face described in Section 3, we performed exper-

7Character n-grams remove the effect of analysis mis-
takes that occur when performing Japanese tokenization on
non-standard text such Twitter.

Figure 4: Information verified by 1, 2, or 3 users

iments in which multiple annotators worked col-
laboratively on an information filtering task. The
experimental setup is identical to that described
in the previous section, but we focus only on the
Evacuation/Rescue Supplies task. As a compari-
son, we compare results for when 1, 2, or 3 users
work collaboratively on a single information fil-
tering task, performing two experiments for each
number of users.

The result of this experiment is shown in Fig-
ure 4. After 30 minutes of work, a single user
had extracted an average of 43 pieces, two users
had extracted 103 pieces, and three users had ex-
tracted 129 pieces of useful information and added
them to the shared aggregation site. Thus, we
can see that increasing the number of users results
in an approximately linear increase in the amount
of information extracted, confirming the effective-
ness of allowing multiple users to work on a single
task, and share the results of labeling with a single
classifier. As each worker works largely indepen-
dently, we hypothesize that this trend will continue
for even larger numbers of users.

In Figure 5 we show the improvement in effi-
ciency of information extraction as each run pro-
gresses. From the graph, we can see that in all
cases, the efficiency at the end of the run has in-
creased by 1.3-2.0 times over that achieved in the
initial five minutes. Figure 6 displays the rolling
average of positive examples, and we can see that
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Figure 5: Average pieces of information added by
one user in each time frame

Figure 6: The percentage of examples labeled as
positive in each trial run

the percentage of positive examples labeled in-
creases drastically over time, with accuracy near
100% achieved in four out of six trials, and all tri-
als achieving accuracy over 60%. However, com-
pared to this large increase in the accuracy of the
examples presented to users, the increase in the
amount of information extracted is small. This is
because even after positive information has been
identified, there is a small but fixed amount of
work required to enter the useful information into
the information aggregation site. As a result, we
can expect that further improvements in informa-
tion extraction efficiency can be achieved by auto-
matically extracting candidates to fill in each col-
umn of information to be extracted, and make it
possible for a human to simply press a button to
verify the information if it happens to be correct.

5 Conclusion/Future Work

In this paper, we presented a framework to effi-
ciently, reliably, and collaboratively filter and ex-

tract useful information from the large and noisy
web, with a focus of information extraction from
Twitter during crisis situations. As a result, we
found that the proposed framework led to an in-
crease in efficiency of 35%-159% over simple
keyword search, with further gains possible when
more than one user participates in the information
extraction process.

As future work, we can think of expansions to
multi-class information extraction problems. In
this paper, we limited our experiments to situa-
tions where each classifier is trained to identify
a single type of information, so identifying three
types of information will require three separate
rounds of classifier training. While this is a sim-
ple setup for users to understand, it is inefficient in
the case of a large number of classes, so it is worth
examining the possibilities of extracting multiple
types of information in a single process.

Another interesting line of work is the provision
of extracted information in an easy-to-consume
form for people in disaster areas through a QA sys-
tem that can be accessed through telephone when
other communication tools such as the internet are
not available (Kazama et al., 2012).

Assessing the reliability of information on the
web is an important challenge, particularly in
times of crisis (Mendoza et al., 2010). Work to
automatically assess the reliability of information
may focus on classifiers assessing the text, user,
topic, and dispersal patterns of the said informa-
tion (Castillo et al., 2011) or comments on so-
cial networks casting doubt on said information’s
veracity (Miyabe et al., 2012b). These methods
could be combined with our information extrac-
tion method to further ensure the reliability of the
extracted information.

There are also a number of improvements that
could be made to the extraction algorithm itself.
For example, while in this work we used a simple
Naive Bayes classifier, there are classifiers devel-
oped specifically for the task of classifying posi-
tive examples (Schölkopf et al., 2001), which may
increase the accuracy of information identifica-
tion. Other promising directions include the ap-
plication of more advanced information extraction
techniques, the identification of information that
is identical to information that has already been
extracted, or application to crowd-sourcing plat-
forms such as Mechanical Turk.
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Abstract

During the 2011 East Japan Earthquake
and Tsunami Disaster, we had found a
number of false information spread on
Twitter, e.g., “The Cosmo Oil explosion
causes toxic rain.” This paper extracts
pieces of false information exhaustively
from all the tweets within one week after
the earthquake. Designing a set of linguis-
tic patterns that correct false information,
this paper proposes a method for detecting
false information. More specifically, the
method extracts text passages that match
to the correction patterns, clusters the pas-
sages into topics of false information, and
selects, for each topic, a passage explain-
ing the false information the most suitably.
In the experiment, we report the perfor-
mance of the proposed method on the data
set extracted manually from Web sites that
are specialized in collecting false informa-
tion.

1 Introduction

In the aftermath of the Tohoku Earthquake (also
known as the Great East Japan Earthquake) in
March 2011, social media, such as the Twitter so-
cial networking and microblogging service, served
as highly active and beneficial sources of informa-
tion. Among Internet users, 18.3% referred to so-
cial media as information sources, 18.6% referred
to Internet newspapers, and 23.1% referred to na-
tional and regional government websites (Nomura
Research Institute, 2011). This indicates that so-
cial media rivaled the other two in influence. It
has also been noted that the Internet and social
media has accelerated the dissemination of disin-
formation and other types of misinformation, e.g.,
“Toxic rain will follow the explosion at the Cosmo
Oil petrochemical complex”.

Misinformation such as this regarding safety
and danger spread quickly in the aftermath of
the Tohoku Earthquake and the related accident
at the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Plant,
which threatened the lives and welfare of numer-
ous people. Other themes of the misinformation
included the admonition, “Drink Isodine (povi-
done iodine) to protect your thyroid from radia-
tion”. One tweet consolidation site dedicated to
collecting/correcting information on the Tohoku
Earthquake1 found that during the month of Jan-
uary 2012, even ten months after the event, more
than ten pieces of misinformation related to the
earthquake were posted. This indicates a strong
need for misinformation alerts in normal times as
well as in times of disaster.

In this study, we aim at automatic collection
of misinformation disseminated on Twitter. More
concretely, we focus on corrective patterns (CPs),
such asIt is incorrect that ..., which are com-
monly used to correct or refute misinformation,
and propose a method incorporating such CPs into
a system for automatic collection of misinforma-
tion. We then describe the experimental applica-
tion of this method to tweets posted during the
week following the Tohoku Earthquake. The re-
sults of this experiment showed that our method
could detect approximately half of the 60 misin-
formative tweets identified by the existing misin-
formation consolidation sites, as well as 22 other
misinformative tweets that had not been recorded
on those sites.

2 Related work

Twitter has been the subject of a number of stud-
ies. Here, we review those relating to the truth or
credibility of information posted on Twitter.

Qazvinian et al. (2011) proposed a method for
classifying a group of tweets related to misinfor-

1https://twitter.com/#!/jishin_dema
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mation (such as a group of tweets containing the
terms “Barack Obama” and “Muslim”) into those
including explicit expression of misinformation
(e.g., “Barack Obama is a Muslim”), and those
that do not (e.g., “Barack Obama met with Muslim
leaders”), then further classifying the latter into
those that support the misinformation and those
that oppose it. Unlike the present study, it assumed
that mining misinformation from large volumes of
tweet and obtaining a group of misinformation-
related tweets was outside its scope.

In Japan, numerous studies have been per-
formed on misinformation dissemination via Twit-
ter, prompted by a strong awareness of this prob-
lem following the Tohoku Earthquake. For exam-
ple, Fujikawa et al. (2012) proposed a method for
assessing the truth or falsehood of information by
classifying user reactions based on the number of
specific responses, such as those expressing doubt
or presenting well-grounded arguments that the
topic is misinformative. Toriumi et al. (2012) pro-
posed a method of investigating the co-occurrence
of words and terms such asdisinformation, lie, and
false reportin arguments related to tweet content
in order to determine whether the content com-
prises misinformation.

To analyze the trends in misinformation dis-
semination and correction on Twitter following
the Tohoku Earthquake, Umejima et al. (2011)
tested hypotheses such as “the probability of tweet
text containing a URL being misinformation is
low”, “many information tweets contain content
that urges action, is negative, or fans unrest”, and
“a tweet containing any of these three features is
apt to be retweeted”. In subsequent studies (Ume-
jima et al., 2012; Miyabe et al., 2012), their group
showed that words and terms that clearly indicate
an intention to correct, such asdisinformationand
mistaken, provide a useful feature for recognizing
corrective tweets during the construction of a mis-
information database. They collected tweets con-
taining such terms and built a binary classifier to
assess whether the tweets were correcting specific
information.

In all of these studies, each tweet text is taken
as a unit with the focus on determining whether it
contains misinformation or corrects by providing
specific information2, without precisely identify-

2For example, the tweet “Be careful! All kinds of misin-
formation are circulating on Twitter” contains the expression
“misinformation” but does not correct any specific informa-
tion.

ing the region of the misinformation in the tweet
text. Therefore, to our knowledge, the present
study represents the first investigation of a com-
prehensive collection of misinformation extracted
from large volumes of tweet data.

3 Proposed method

In this study, we assume that misinformation
disseminated on Twitter is corrected or refuted by
other users. For example, we found tweets correct-
ing information (corrective tweetshereafter) for
the misinformation, “Toxic rain is falling because
of the Cosmo Oil explosion.”

• It is counterfactual thattoxic rain will fall
due to the Cosmo Oil explosion.

• Be aware of the false rumors thatrain con-
taminated by the toxic substances produced
by the Cosmo Oil explosion will fall.

A corrective tweet consists of a corrective ex-
pression (e.g., the underlined parts in the above ex-
amples) and misinformation where the corrective
expression corrects or refutes. Thus, we can locate
misinformation by finding corrective expressions
in tweets. The goal of the proposed method pre-
sented in this section is to collect phrases of mis-
information by using corrective patterns (CPs) and
aggregate them into a small number of descrip-
tions of misinformation.

Figure 1 shows the flow of the proposed
method, which is essentially comprised of the four
steps. In Step 1, the proposed method searches
for occurrences of CPs in tweets and extracts their
targets of correction (corrected phraseshereafter).
Step 2 chooses keywords that appear frequently in
the corrected phrases. In order to merge keywords
referring to the same misinformation, we cluster
keywords (Step 3). Finally in Step 4, the proposed
method chooses the small number of phrases that
describe misinformation the most suitably. We
will explain the detail of these steps in the sub-
sequent subsections.

3.1 Step 1: Extraction of corrected phrases

Here, we search for tweets with corrected
phrases. In corrective tweets, the search
determines the presence of the misinforma-
tion that is being corrected or refuted via
terms such asmisinformation or mistaken, as
in the statement, “It is disinformation that
Isodine provides protection against radiation”, in
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Do not donate here. This 

organization states that 
Japanese

A friend in Fukushima told me 

that the most

The infomation yesterday

A false rumor spread that Isodine 

is effective against radiation.

There is no evidence that the 

Cosmo Oil explosion causes

toxic rain.
Drinking Isodine against 

radiation is not effective.

Cosmo Oil explosion causes toxic rain.

Material airdrops are not allowed in Japan.

Isodine is effective against radiation.

Drinking Isodine against radiation

The infomation yesterday

Tweets Phrases that match to the pattern

Corrected phrases

Step 1:Extract phrases

matching to the patterns

Step 4: Extract phrases

representing the keyword

clusters with high probabilities

Step 2: Extract keywords from the corrected phrases and compute the probability

Step 3: Cluster keywords

Representative phrases of false informationKeywords and probabilities

1

2

...

...

0.763 Cosmo Petrochemical, explosion, ...

Isodine, iodine, thyroid, ...

yesterday

0.539

0.002

...

...

1

2

3

4

...

1.489 The Cosmo Oil explosion causes toxic rain.

Drinking Isodine protects against radiation.

Material airdrops are not allowed in Japan.

I become trapped under the server rack.

1.234

1.128

1.194

... ... ... ... ... ...

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method

which the underlined portion is the misinformative
phrase being corrected. A Japanese translation of
this sentence is, “Isojin ha hibaku wo fusegeru to
iu no wa dema da”.

In the Japanese sentence that corrects or re-
futes misinformation, the corrected phrase (e.g., in
transliteration, the underlined portion of the sen-
tence “Isojin ha hibaku wo fusegeru”, which cor-
responds to the underlined portion of the above
English example) is followed by a functional at-
tributive particle expression, such as the above “to
iu no wa” or some other functionally similar term
such as “no yo na”, and the corrective expression
(“wa dema da” in the above example).

We manually formulated 368 CPs to recognize
the corrected phrases. We obtained these CPs by
examining tweets containing keywords that corre-
spond to 15 kinds of well-known misinformation.
If a region of a tweet text matches any of these
CPs, the corrected phrase is deemed to comprise
the portion of the Japanese sentence ranging from
the first word in the sentence to just before the
CP. We applied this process to the whole of the
tweets under investigation, and the set of corrected
phrases extracted in this way is denoted asD.

3.2 Step 2: Keyword extraction

Some of the corrected phrases extracted in this
way simply refer to the misinformation rather than
stating it, as in “kino no are” (literally “That thing
yesterday”) in a sentence such as “kino no are wa
dema da” (“That thing yesterday was misinforma-
tion”). Such phrases cannot be considered misin-
formative and must therefore be excluded. This is
done by determining whether the words in the cor-
rected phrase co-occur prominently with the CPs.
For this purpose, the conditional probability that
a wordw used in the tweet is among those in the
corrected phrase setD is computed as,

P (w ∈ D|w) =
# tweets wherew co-occurs with CPs

# tweets containingw
.

(1)

We extract the top-500 words yielding the highest
probability as misinformation keywords.

3.3 Step 3: Keyword clustering

Misinformative phrases pertaining to the same in-
formation may differ considerably in wording and
information quantity, as in “Rain containing haz-
ardous substances from the Cosmo Oil fire will
occur” and “The Cosmo Oil explosion is toxic”,
which must be consolidated to avoid redundancy
when extracting misinformation. For this rea-
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son, we perform clustering of the keywords ex-
tracted in Step 2. As the inter-keyword dis-
tance (i.e., similarity), we use the cosine similarity
on context vectors whose elements correspond to
co-occurrence counts between the keywords and
the content words (nouns, verbs, and adjectives)
in sentences. For the feature value of the con-
text vector, we use the pointwise mutual informa-
tion (PMI), which provides a measure of the co-
occurrence of the keywords and the content words.
Performing the complete-link clustering method
(furthest neighbor method), we choose the cluster
keywords as those yielding high conditional prob-
abilities in Step 2.

3.4 Step 4: Representative phrase selection

For each cluster obtained in Step 3, we select rep-
resentative phrases from among those containing
the keywords, and output them as identified misin-
formation. To select corrected phrases of suitable
length that can provide a sufficient description of
the misinformation, we compute the score,

Scorep(s, t) = histt(lens)
∑

w∈Cs

PMI(t, w), (2)

wheres denotes the corrected phrase,t denotes
the representative keyword of the misinformation
cluster,Cs indicates the set of content words in
s, and lens is the number of words ins. The
term histt(lens) represents the ratio (relative fre-
quency) of occurrences of sentences consisting of
lens words with the keywordt. PMI(t, w) rep-
resents the pointwise mutual information of the
cooccurrencet andw.

Equation 2 is designed to yield a high score
for corrected phrases that contain numerous con-
tent words that co-occur frequently with the key-
words and are of a standard length. In essence,
histt(lens) is a compensatory term that yields a
high score for phrases of typical length among
those containing the keywordt. For each cluster
obtained in Step 3, we choose the phraseŝ yield-
ing the highest score as the representative descrip-
tion for the keywordt.

4 Experiment 1 — CP evaluation

For misinformation acquisition by the proposed
method, it is essential to identify CPs that can ef-
fectively represent the misinformation. Our first
experiment was to evaluate the performance of our
CPs.

Table 1: Precision and recall of correction patterns
Precision Recall

0.79 (118/150) 0.83 (50/60)

4.1 Experimental setting

The corpus that was used as the source of in-
formation for the misinformation extraction eval-
uation comprised 179,286,297 tweets posted be-
tween 9:00 JST on March 11 and 9:00 on March
18, 2011, which were provided by Twitter Japan at
the Great East Japan Earthquake Big Data Work-
shop3. To create a reference data set, we col-
lected all the instances of misinformation from
four misinformation consolidation websites4 and
chose from them 60 instances of misinformation
that were determined to have been posted dur-
ing the week following the Tohoku Earthquake.
During the CP performance evaluation, these 60
misinformation instances were compared with ap-
proximately 20,000 corrected phrases that were
automatically extracted by our CPs. In this eval-
uation, these 60 instances were denoted as “valid
(or gold) instances”.

The CPs were evaluated for precision and recall.
For precision evaluation, we took 150 samples se-
lected at random from the approximately 20,000
instances of corrected phrases. Precision was de-
fined as the proportion of those samples that were
recognized by the CPs as instances of information
correction or refutation made by their posters. Re-
call was defined as the proportion of the 60 valid
instances that were recognized from the set of ap-
proximately 20,000 instances of corrected phrases.

4.2 Results and analysis

As shown by the values found for the CP pre-
cision and recall values in Table 1, the precision
and recall values of the misinformation extrac-
tion were both approximately 80%. The corrected
phrases that were extracted were found to be of
four types, as shown in Table 2.

Those in types (a) and (b) were identified as

3https://sites.google.com/site/prj311/
4The following four websites:

http://www.kotono8.com/2011/04/08dema.
html
http://d.hatena.ne.jp/seijotcp/20110312/
p1
http://hara19.jp/archives/4905
http://matome.naver.jp/odai/
2130024145949727601
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Table 2: Types of corrected phrases extracted
Phrase type #
(a) Having sufficient content for recog-
nition as phrases with corrected infor-
mation

76

(b) Lacking sufficient content for
recognition as phrases with corrected
information

42

(c) Phrases erroneously extracted that
represent instances of ambiguous pat-
terns

24

(d) Phrases erroneously extracted that
represent instances of unclear author
intent

8

Total 150

Table 3: Causes of failure to extract misinforma-
tion

Cause #
(e) New correction pattern 3
(f) Evidence present in corrective tweet 4
(g) No corrective tweet 3
Total 10

valid in the evaluation that yielded the results
shown in Table 1. Type (b) is of special interest
because it comprises phrasing instances in which
the misinformation is either not explicitly stated
(e.g. “昨日のあれ (That thing yesterday)” in “昨
日のあれってデマだったのか (That thing yes-
terday was a piece of disinformation)”, where the
CP underlined) or insufficiently expressed (e.g.
“that Isodine affair” in “I heard that Isodine af-
fair was a case of disinformation”). Presumably,
corrected phrases of type (b) can be eliminated by
the conditional probability ranking and represen-
tative phrase selection performed by Steps 2 and
4, respectively.

Those of types (c) and (d) were both mistakenly
extracted in the evaluation. Type (c) comprises in-
stances of phrasing in which the corrected phrase
was extracted by erroneous CP application (e.g.,
“こういう災害のとき (In times of disaster such
as this)” in “こういう災害のときってデマがよ
く流れる (In times of disaster such as this, dis-
information flows freely)”). Type (d) comprises
phrases in which the attitude of the writer toward
the CP (in regards to the correction) is ambiguous
or vague (e.g., “募金するとモテるってデマを流

Table 4: Accuracy and recall of extracted misin-
formation

N Acc (4-sites) Acc (manual) Recall
25 0.44(11/25) 0.64(16/25) 0.18(11/60)
50 0.34(17/50) 0.58(29/50) 0.28(17/60)
75 0.33(25/75) 0.56(42/75) 0.42(25/60)

100 0.30(30/100) 0.52(52/100) 0.50(30/60)

せばいいのに (Fundraising will make you popular
- spreading that rumor will have an effect)”).

We also examined the 10 instances of failure to
extract misinformation and, as shown in Table 6,
found the following three types.

Type (e) involved corrective phrasing that was
not covered by the existing CPs, such as the
underlined portion of the statement, “天皇が 24
時間御祈祷に入ってる ってのはソースがない
(No information source is given to show thatthe
Emperor actually performed 24 hours of prayer)”.
Extraction of this type will be possible with the
addition of new CPs. Type (f) comprises types of
misinformation correction or refutation that are
outside the scope of the CP forms considered in
this study. One instance of this is the following
corrective tweet, which opposes the disinforma-
tion stating that, “日本に韓国が借金の申し出。
しかも管は快諾 (South Korea requests loan from
Japan. And (P.M.) Kan readily agrees.)”

“これデマなんじゃ？ ソースないし。
RT @xxx RTこんな非常事態の日本に
韓国が借金の申し出。しかも管は快諾!
(This looks like a fabrication. No source
given. RT@xxx. RT. In the present state
of emergency, South Korea asks Japan
for a loan. And Kan readily agrees!)”.

Several tweets intended to correct misinformation
were found to take the form of commentary on an
original tweet, as in this example.

Type (g) comprises several instances in which
tweets purveying misinformation were present
among the tweet collection used in this study,
but related corrective tweets were not. Extraction
of such misinformative tweets by the proposed
method would be difficult at best, as our method
assumes the occurrence of correction tweets, but
such instances were small in number.

5 Experiment 2 — Evaluation of
misinformation consolidation
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Table 5: Types of errors that lowered accuracy
Error type # %
(a) Errors in topic extraction 12 25.0
(b) Errors in clustering 1 20 41.7
(c) Information of uncertain content 5 10.4
(d) Extraction of correct information 1 2.1
(e) Prediction of future events 5 10.4
(f) Validity unclear 5 10.4
Total 48 100.0

Table 6: Types of errors that lowered recall
Error type # %
(g) Errors in clustering 2 2 10.0
(h) Low ranking 18 90.0
Total 20 100.0

We next evaluated Steps 2 to 4 of Section 3.
This evaluation essentially consisted of determin-
ing whether these two steps, when applied to the
corrected phrases extracted in Section 4, effec-
tively excluded the type (b) corrected phrases from
the extracted phrase set (lacking a statement of the
specific information) and whether the selected rep-
resentative phrases contained appropriate descrip-
tions of misinformation.

5.1 Experimental setting

We assessed the misinformation extracted by the
proposed method by manually examining each in-
stance to determine whether it was equivalent in
content to any of the 60 gold instances from the
four consolidation websites. For some of the mis-
information extracted by the proposed method,
no similar instances were found in the gold set.
In those cases, we manually investigated the in-
formation with Web search engines to determine
whether it actually was a case of misinformation.
Additionally, as the objective in the present study
is a comprehensive extraction of misinformation,
in cases where the content two or more instances
of extracted misinformation were deemed to be es-
sentially the same, we counted them as one correct
instance of extraction. Ultimately, the accuracy
and recall in this investigation were determined
using various values of N, which is the predeter-
mined number of information instances output in
order of decreasing score, in the proposed method.

5.2 Experimental results and analysis

Table 4 shows the results of the evaluation. With
N as 100, approximately 30% of the information

instances extracted by the proposed method were
found to be present in the gold set. In addition, ap-
proximately 20% of the extracted instances were
found to be actual instances of information, and
thus correct, even though they were not present
in the gold set. Therefore, it can be said that the
proposed method extracted misinformation with a
precision of approximately 50%. Among the in-
correct answers, approximately half involved re-
dundant expressions of essentially the same mis-
information phrased differently. In summary, ap-
proximately 70% of the misinformation extracted
by the proposed method represented a correct an-
swer.

Investigation of the causes of the inaccuracy
in output represented by the 48 incorrect answers
present among the top 100 extracted misinforma-
tion instances showed that they could be classified
into six types. These are listed in Table 5, together
with the number of incorrect answers attributable
to each type. Types (a) to (d) involve instances
that were easily judged as errors, but types (e) and
(f) involve instances that would be difficult for hu-
mans to characterize as either true information or
misinformation. The six cause types, and potential
means of avoiding them, are as follows:

(a) Errors in keyword extraction In some in-
stances, unsuitable keywords such as “なんち
ゃら (watchamacallit)”, “どさくさ (mess)”,
and “○○” (a symbol used to mean “a cer-
tain”, as in “a certain person”) were extracted
as misinformation keywords. It may be pos-
sible to eliminate this source of error in Step
2 by excluding extraction terms that are writ-
ten entirely in hiragana (the Japanese cursive
syllabary) and/or terms composed in large de-
gree of symbols, such as “○○” above.

(b) Errors in clustering Among the top 100 in-
stances of information extraction, some in-
volved redundancies in the form of different
phrases that have essentially the same con-
tent, as in the following examples, in which
the terms in parentheses were theme terms
used in the selection process.

市原市のコスモ石油千葉製油所
LPGタンクの爆発により、千葉
県、近隣圏に在住の方に有害な雨
などと一緒に飛散する（コスモ石
油千葉製油所）
(Due to the explosion of the Cosmo
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Oil Chiba Refinery LPG tank in
Ichihara City, residents of Chiba
Prefecture and its neighboring re-
gions will be subjected to toxic
rain. (Cosmo Oil Chiba Refinery)
千葉県の石油コンビナート爆発
で、空気中に人体に悪影響な物質
が空気中に舞い雨が降ると酸性雨
になる（石油コンビナート爆発）
Due to the Chiba Prefecture petro-
chemical complex explosion, the
substances adversely affecting hu-
man health will mix in the air and
fall as acidic rain. (petrochemical
complex explosion)

Because these two instances of misinforma-
tion were not assigned to the same cluster in
Step 3, they gave rise to apparent redundancy.
While the current method takes words that
co-occur in corrected phrases as their fea-
tures, it may be possible to reduce this type
of redundancy by adding surface information
of the keywords themselves to the feature set.

(c) Information of uncertain content This
involves instances in which the selected rep-
resentative phrase states the misinformation
inadequately, as in the following example:

餓死者や凍死者が出た。
Death by starvation and freezing
has occurred.

The gold set included the sentence “いわき
市で餓死者や凍死者が出た (In Iwaki City,
death by starvation and freezing have oc-
curred)”, but the above representative state-
ment is less specific and was therefore con-
sidered to be uncertain in content. Tweets
containing such phrases were small in num-
ber, and may therefore be excluded by setting
a threshold number for this purpose.

(d) Erroneous extraction of true information
The following was extracted as misinforma-
tion, but when checked against reality was
found to be true:

東京タワーの先端が曲がった
The tip of Tokyo Tower has been
bent.

When people saw this, many also consid-
ered this to be misinformation, as its content

seems wildly implausible. However, in the
present evaluation, it was the only instance of
this type detected among 100 instances of ex-
tracted information, and is therefore not con-
sidered to be a substantial problem.

(e) Prediction of future events In some in-
stances, expressions comprising the predic-
tion of a future event were extracted, such as
the following:

福島で核爆発が起こる
A nuclear explosion will occur in
Fukushima.

(f) Unclear validity We found some instances in
which a search of several websites yielded no
indication of whether they involved misinfor-
mation, as in the following example:

サントリーが自販機無料開放
Suntory opens vending machines
to dispense products free of charge.

Among the 60 gold instances of misinforma-
tion, 20 were included in the corrected phrase set
but were not extracted as misinformative. Our in-
vestigation into the causes showed that they were
of the following two types, which are listed in Ta-
ble 6 together with the number that occurred in
each type.

(g) Errors in clustering In some instances, the
candidates were extracted by the CPs but
were mistakenly merged with other misinfor-
mation instances during the clustering pro-
cess. However, they apparently do not pose
a substantial problem because their number
was small in comparison with the total quan-
tity of extracted misinformation.

(h) Unduly low ranking In some instances, can-
didates were extracted by the CPs but were
not extracted as keywords because of their
low conditional probability. One example
of this is in the misinformation, “東京電力
を装った男が現れた (A man pretending to
be from Tokyo Electric Power appeared on
the scene)”. The keyword “Tokyo Electric
Power” frequently occurs in statements that
do not involve misinformation, and its condi-
tional probability of exhibiting misinforma-
tion was therefore estimated to be low. Ac-
cordingly, a means of scoring for corrected
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phrases themselves, rather than for indepen-
dent keywords, is necessary to eliminate this
problem.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we focused on expressions that cor-
rect or refute misinformation, and proposed a
method for automatic collection of misinforma-
tion. The method was evaluated in an experiment
during which entries extracted from misinforma-
tion consolidation websites that had been man-
ually classified as misinformation were taken as
gold instances and used as a basis for compar-
ison with information extracted by the proposed
method as misinformation. Some of this extracted
misinformation was not listed as misinformation
in the consolidation websites, which, together with
the other results, showed that the proposed method
could be useful for automatic collection of misin-
formation or, at least, for helping people create and
update a comprehensive list of misinformation.

In our future studies, we intend to work to ex-
pand the set of CPs used in this method and to
improve the corrected phrase scoring, thereby en-
hancing its performance in misinformation extrac-
tion, together with the development of a complete
system for real-time misinformation acquisition.
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Abstract

This paper clarifies the occurrence fac-
tors of commuters unable to return home
and the returning-home decision-making
at the time of the Great East Japan Earth-
quake by using Twitter data. First, to ex-
tract the behavior data from the tweet data,
we identify each user’s returning-home
behavior using support vector machines.
Second, we create non-verbal explanatory
factors using geotag data and verbal ex-
planatory factors using tweet data. Then,
we model users’ returning-home decision-
making by using a discrete choice model
and clarify the factors quantitatively. Fi-
nally, by sensitivity analysis, we show the
effects of the existence of emergency evac-
uation facilities and line of communica-
tion.

1 Introduction

The 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of To-
hoku, often referred to in Japan as the Great East
Japan Earthquake, was a magnitude 9.0 under sea
megathrust earthquake that occurred at 14:46JST
(05:46 UTC) on March 11, 2011. The focal re-
gion of this earthquake was widespread, spanning
approximately 500 km north to south from off the
Ibaraki shore to the Iwate shore and approximately
200km east to west. The number of deaths and
missing persons attributed to this disaster totaled
more than 19,000, and the complex, large-scale
disasters of the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear
power plant accident had a major impact on peo-
ple’s lives. The Tokyo metropolitan area also was
hit by a strong earthquake and various traffic prob-
lems occurred. For example, many railway and
subway services were suspended for maintenance.
Therefore, almost every railway and subway user
was unable to return home easily, and they were

called “victims unable to return home.” According
to (Measures Council for Victims Unable to Re-
turn Home by Earthquake that directly hits Tokyo
Area, 2012), the number of people who were not
able to go home during that day by paralysis of
these transport networks is estimated about 5.15
million people and it is30% of a going-out people
of the day.

Assessing the problem of “victims unable to
return home” in Tokyo metropolitan area is ex-
tremely important for anti-disaster measures. Al-
though the questionnaire is performed ex post,
it is not yet shown clearly what made going-
home decision-making after the earthquake disas-
ter. Moreover, since it was going-home behavior
in big confusion, the problem that detailed time
and position information are unknown exist.

Some previously studies have examined human
behaviors via analysis of behavior log data at the
time of a large-scale disaster. Because no rapid
and accurate method existed to track population
movements after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti,
(Bengtsson et al., 2011) used position data from
subscriber identity module (SIM) cards from the
largest mobile phone company in Haiti to estimate
the magnitude and trends of population move-
ments after the 2010 Haiti earthquake and the
subsequent cholera outbreak. Their results indi-
cated that estimates of population movements dur-
ing disasters and outbreaks can be acquired rapidly
and with potentially high validity in areas of high
mobile phone usage. (Lu et al., 2012) also used the
same data in Haiti to determine that 19 days after
the earthquake, population movements had caused
the population of the capital Port-au-Prince to de-
crease by approximately 23% and that the destina-
tions of people who left the capital during the first
three weeks after the earthquake were highly cor-
related with their mobility patterns during normal
times and specifically with the locations of people
with whom they had significant social bonds. Lu
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et al. concluded that population movements dur-
ing disasters may be significantly more predictable
than previously thought. Overall, these previous
studies clarified human movement over long pe-
riods of time. They showed that people in areas
affected by an earthquake take refuge temporarily
and that the population in the affected area is re-
covered over several months. Behavior log data
should be able to clarify not only such long-term
human behavior but also the human behaviors at
the time of a disaster.

In this research, we analyze tweet data of Twit-
ter as the behavior log data at the time of the Great
East Japan Earthquake. Although tweet data does
not contain actual behavior necessarily, there is
possibility of containing thinking process and be-
havioral factors. We clarify the factors of going-
home behavior in case of the Great East Japan
Earthquake using Twitter data.

2 From Tweet Data To Behavioral Data

2.1 Framework

First, we provide a framework of this research to
analyze users’ going-home behavior using tweet
data and geotag data. Figure 1 shows our frame-
work: (1) behavior inference by tweet data,(2) fea-
ture engineering by geotag and tweet data, (3) es-
timation of behavioral model.

In (1) behavior inference by tweet data part,
we inferred users’ going-home behavior result us-
ing Support vector machine (SVM) and Bag-Of-
Words (BOW) representation. In (2) feature engi-
neering by geotag and tweet data part, we made
explanatory factors of users’ behavior from tweet
data and geotag data. In (3) estimation of be-
havioral model part, we estimated users’ behavior
model (discrete choice model).

2.2 Data

In this section, we provide an outline of our data.
This data is about 180-million tweet by Japanese
in Twitter from March 11, 2011 to March 18,
2011. There are about 280 thousands tweet with
geotag in this data. We sampled tweets whose
timestamp is from 14:00, March 11 to 10:00,
March 12 and whose GPS location is within Tokyo
metropolitan area. The number of these tweet is
24,737 and the number of unique users (account)
is 5,281. To observe users’ trip on the day, we ex-
tracted users that had over 2 geotag tweet and the
number of users is 3,307. We assume that these

Tweet Data
Geotag Data

……… ………

Manually 
Labelling

(1)Behavior Inference
by Tweet

(2)Feature Engineering
by Geotag and Tweet

Users’ tweet Users’ geotag

Bag Of Words
Representation

SVM

Behavior Inference Verbal
Explanatory Factors

Non-verbal
Explanetory Factors

(3) Estimation of Behavior Model

Figure 1: Framework in this research

users can tweet about the Great East Japan Earth-
quake and their going-home behavior. Therefore,
we analyzed all tweet of these users from 14:00,
March 11 to 10:00 (3,307 users, 132, 989 tweets).

We tagged 300 users’ going-home behavior re-
sult manually to make supervised data. Our label
set is composed of 1) going home by foot, 2) by
train, 3) staying their offices or hotels until tomor-
row morning, 4) other choice (taxi, bus, etc.), 5)
unclear.

2.3 Morphological analysis

Next, we give morphological analysis by MeCab
and obtained BOW representation by each user’s
tweet. To find the relationship between going-
home behavior and each user’s tweet, we use in-
formation gain. Information gain is index which
shows decreasing degree of each class’s entropy
by existing wordw. If word w is contained each
user’s tweet, Random variableXw equals 1 and
otherwiseXw = 0. Random variables which in-
dicates each class isc and entropyH(c) is written
as

H(C) = −
∑

c

P (c) log P (c). (1)

And conditional entropy is written as

H(c|Xw = 1) = −
∑

c

P (c|Xw = 1) log P (c|Xw = 1)

H(c|Xw = 0) = −
∑

c

P (c|Xw = 0) log P (c|Xw = 0).

Information gainIG(w) of word w is defined as
average decreasing entropy and written as

IG(w) = H(c) − (P (Xw = 1)H(c|Xw = 1) +

P (Xw = 0)H(c|Xw = 0)) (2)
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Table 1: Illustrative examples of words whose in-
formation gain is high

駅 (station)歩い (walk)足 (foot)休憩 (rest)
自転車 (bicycle)電車 (train)ヤバイ (danger)
止まっ (stop)半分 (half)到着 (arrived)

1)by foot 歩ける (can walk)テレビ (TV) トイレ (toilet)
環七 (Kan-nana Street) km川崎 (Kawasaki)
疲れ (tired)遠い (far)道 (road)
大江戸 (O-edo subway line)入場 (entry)

2)by train 田園都市線 (Denen-toshi line)奇跡 (miracle)
なんとか (luckily) 順調 (smoothly)
京王 (Keio line)乗れ (can take a train)
泊め (sleep)朝 (morning)総武線 (Sobu line)
混雑 (congested)検索 (search) JR (JR line)
乗車 (take a train)満員 (full capacity)

3)stay 明け (daylight)暇 (a spare time)
始発 (first train in the morning)悩む (worry)

4)other Twitpic
5)unclear jishin，skype

We calculated all words information gain
IG(w) by 5 class (walk, train, stay, other, un-
clear). Table 1 shows illustrative examples.
For example, words whose conditional probabil-
ity of walking is high are “half”, “far”, “km”,
“Kawasaki” and “Kannana Street”. They show
user’s location. And “toilet”, “tired” and “dan-
ger” indicates psychological factors during going-
home by foot.

In the case of train, “miracle”, “luckily” is con-
tained and “O-edo line” and “Denen-toshi line”
are the train and subway lines which is operated
in March 11. In the case of stay, “morning”, “day-
light” and “sleep” indicates that users slept at ho-
tel or their offices and “first train in the morn-
ing”, “worry” and “search” shows their going-
home timing. Other choices users, who choose bi-
cycle, taxi etc, and unclear users don’t show the
understandable tendency. However, they submit-
ted pictures for Twitpic, which is photo share site,
and tweeted with #jishin hashtag.

As seen above, the words whose information
gain is high is useful to infer their going-home
behavior. Therefore, we made classifier by using
these words as features.

2.4 SVM and behavior inference

In this section, we infer each user’s behavioral re-
sult by SVM. we use 300 labeled data as super-
vised data and we treat top 500 words of informa-
tion gain as features of SVM. In learning, we did
9-fold cross validation and average accuracy rate
is 73.3%.

Figure 2 shows the inferred result. The number

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Survey by Yuhashi

Survey by SRC

Inference
by this research Walk (71.5%) Stay (15.1%)

People who could go home (80.1%)

People who could go home (78.6%)

Stay (19.9%)

Stay
(9.9%)

could not
(11.5%)

Train
(13.4%)

(n = 1052)

(n = 2026)

(n = 2672)

Figure 2: Inferred result and comparison of other
survey

of users by foot is1, 913, the number of users by
train is 359, the number of users staying is385,
the number of users by other choice is15 and the
number of users whose choice is unclear is635.
This result indicates that the ratio of all going-
home users except unclear users is84, 9%.

To discuss the accuracy of this inference re-
sult, we compare our result with other survey re-
sults. Figure 2 shows the survey result by (Sur-
vey Research Center, 2011) and the survey result
by (Yuhashi, 2012). The result of Survey Re-
search Center says80.1% of all could get home
and the result of Yuhashi says78.6% of all could
get home.

3 Behavioral Analysis

3.1 Non-verval factors

Based on the prediction of going-home decision-
making classified by user, nonverbal / verbal ex-
planation factor is created from tweet data or geo-
tag data, and the factor of each individual’s going-
home decision-making is analyzed.

First, the explanation factor about travel behav-
ior is created using the geotag data classified by
user. In this research, for simplicity, we assume
that a position before the earthquake is the lo-
cation of office (origin) and a position of 12:00,
March 12, 2011 is the location of home (destina-
tion). Next, road network distance, the on foot
time required, the station nearest office, the station
nearest home, the railroad time required, railroad
expense, and the number of times of a railroad
change are created using these GPS data. These
are the features created using the network at the
time of usual.

In order to express a spatial spread of people’s
going-home behavior, Figure 3, 4 shows the spa-
tial dstribution of users’ location of before the
earthquake and the next day of the earthquake by
plotting each user’s geotag. As an overall trend,
office distribution and house distribution are spa-
tially different, and home distribution is spread in
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Figure 3: Users’ location distribution before the
earthquake

the direction of the suburban area.
Next, the cross tabulation result of going-home

decision-making by the road network distance be-
tween offices and houses is shown in Figure 5.
This result indicates that the rate of on foot de-
creases relatively as distance with a house be-
comes long, but 50% or more of people got home
on foot if their distance is 20 km over.

3.2 Verbal factors

Finally, a verbal explanation factor is gener-
ated. Since it is surmised that a family’s exis-
tence and with or without information has affected
going-home decision-making, the factor which af-
fects going-home decision-making behavior is ex-
tracted from each user’s tweet.

First, we analyze the effect of a safety check
with a family. In this research, the family was
defined as a spouse and children living together.
And 353 of 3,307 persons had spoken existence
of a family living together. We extracted safety
check tweet such as “I got e-mail from my wife!
I felt easy,”, “The telephone led to the wife and
the daughter at last! ” and “My telephone is not
connected to my son’s nursery school. ”

Figure 6, 7 shows the time zone rate of the
safety checked tweet and the safety unidentified
tweet according to going-home decision making.

Safety checked tweets are concentrated before
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Figure 4: Users’ location distribution in the morn-
ing on March 12
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Figure 5: The relationship between going-home
behavior and the distance

18:00 (42% of on foot, 45% of by train, and 65%
of stay). Safety unidentified tweets are also con-
centrated before 18:00. We assume that the safety
unidentified tweets are strongly reflecting each in-
dividual’s psychological state because they can
perform every time zone until safety checked. If
we assume that the tweet in a earlier time zone is
more important for each user, an on foot going-
home person will regard his/her family’s safety
unidentified situation as more questionable than a
railroad going-home person, and he may make de-
cision of going-home by foot.

Next, the relationship between the information
of train operation again and going-home decision-
making is analyzed. The train line on the day was
resumed one by one after 20:40. It is dependent
on the acquisition existence of railroad resump-
tion information whether he stays in his office or
he goes home using the resumed railroad. Figure
8 shows the relationship between the rate of rail-
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road resumption tweet and going-home decision-
making and it indicates that a railroad chooser tend
to speak of railroad resumption information.

Finally, we analyze the relationship between
individual psychological factor and going-home
decision-making. On March 11, many utterances
about their mental situation were seen. Figure
9 shows the utterance rate of uneasy and going-
home decision-making result. Interestingly, indi-
viduals whose utterance rate of uneasy is under
5% tend to stay at office or hotel but people whose
utterance rate of uneasy is over5% tend to go
home by foot. This results shows the person who
felt fear tend to walk to home.

4 Behavioral Model

4.1 Discrete choice model

We built discrete choice model based on the ex-
planatory variable generated in3. Discrete choice
model is a statistical model used in fields, such as
econometrics, travel behavior analysis, and mar-
keting, and is also called Random utility model
((Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985); (Train, 2003)).
In this research, Multinomial Logit Model (MNL)
is used and it is the most fundamental model in a
discrete choice model.

Discrete choice models describe decision mak-
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Figure 9: The relationship between uneasy tweet
and going-home decision-making

ers’ choices among alternatives. A decision
maker, labeledn, faces a choice amongJ alterna-
tives. The decision maker would obtain a certain
level of utility from each alternative. The utility
that decision makern obtains from alternativej is
Unj , j = 1, . . . , J . This utility is known to the
decision maker but not, as we see in the following,
by the researcher. The decision maker chooses the
alternative that provides the greatest utility. The
behavioral model is therefore: choose alternativei
if and only if Uni > Unj , ∀j ̸= i.

Consider now the researcher. The researcher
does not observe the decision maker’s utility. The
researcher observes some attributes of the alter-
natives as faced by the decision maker, labeled
xnj ∀j, and some attributes of the decision maker,
labeledsn, and can specify a function that relates
these observed factors to the decision maker’s util-
ity. The function is denotedVnj = V (xnj , sn) ∀j
and is often called representative utility. Usually,
V depends on parameters that are unknown to the
researcher and therefore estimated statistically.

Since there are aspects of utility that the re-
searcher does not or cannot observe,Vnj = Unj .
Utility is decomposed asUnj = Vnj + εnj , where
εnj captures the factors that affect utility but are
not included inVnj . This decomposition is fully
general.

The researcher does not knowεnj ∀j and there-
fore treats these terms as random. The joint den-
sity of the random vectorεn = (εn1, . . . , εnJ) is
denotedf(εnj). With this density, the researcher
can make probabilistic statements about the deci-
sion maker’s choice. The probability that decision
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makern chooses alternativei is

Pni = Pr(Uni > Unj ∀j ̸= i)

= Pr(Vni + εni > Vnj + εnj ∀j ̸= i)

= Pr(Vni − Vnj > εnj − εni ∀j ̸= i)(3)

This probability is a cumulative distribution,
namely, the probability that each random term
εnj−εni is below the observed quantityVni−Vnj .
MNL model is derived under the assumption that
the unobserved portion of utility is distributed iid
extreme value.

f(εnj) = e−εnje−e−εnj
(4)

F (εnj) = e−e−εnj
(5)

And decision makern chooses alternativei is de-
rived as

Pni =
eVni∑
j eVnj

. (6)

This is choice probability of MNL model.

4.2 The setting of utility function

In discrete choice model, observed utility termVni

is generally defined asVni = β′xni. β is coeffi-
cient vector andxni is explanatory vector of deci-
sion makern’s alternativei.

In this research, data set is 2672 samples identi-
fied by SVM except persons unclear and choice set
is on foot, train, other and stay. Explanatory vari-
ables of on foot are required time by foot, the ratio
of uneasy tweets and alternative specific constant.
Explanatory variables of train are required time by
train, log of the distance between office and home,
the ratio of train resumption tweets, the dummy
variables of family safety checked tweets and al-
ternative specific constant. Explanatory variables
of stay are the ratio of uneasy tweets, the ratio of
waiting position tweets, the dummy variables of
family safety checked tweets and alternative spe-
cific constant. We normalized the utility of other
to 0.

Next, we outlines the estimation method of the
coefficient parameter of a utility function. MNL
model’s likelihood function is written as

LL(β) =
N∑

n=1

∑
i

δni ln Pni (7)

whereδni is Kronecker delta if decision makern
choicei, δni = 1 and otherwiseδni = 0. This

Table 2: The estimation result of MNL model

variables estimator t-value
required time (min/10) [foot, train] -0.012 -2.20
log(distance(km)) [train] 0.36 5.50
the ratio of train resumption [train] 4.17 5.72
the ratio of train uneasy [foot] 6.05 2.71
the ratio of train uneasy [stay] 4.52 1.82
the ratio of waiting position [stay] 2.98 4.52
family safety checked [train, stay] 1.14 3.54
alternative specific constant [foot] 4.88 18.50
alternative specific constant [train] 2.46 8.48
alternative specific constant [stay] 3.08 11.61
observations 2672
initial log likelihood -3704.179
final log likelihood -2107.771
likelihood ratio index(ρ2) 0.428

likelihood function is globally concave (McFad-
den, 1974). Therefore, parameters can be esti-
mated uniquely with a maximum likelihood esti-
mation.

4.3 the results and simulation

Under the above setting, the estimation result is
shown in Table 2. A likelihood ratio index is0.428
and its goodness of fit is good enough. Moreover,
the result that the coefficient parameter of the re-
quired time is negative and the choice probability
of train increases as the distance between office
and home is far is suitable for basic analysis and
intuition,

Moreover, we estimated parameters of the rate
of the uneasy tweet separately by on foot and stay.
It turns out that the uneasy tweet rate has had big-
ger influence to on foot choice. For example, from
the ratio of parameters, the increase of5 point un-
easy tweet ratio is equivalent to the increase of64
minutes required time by foot. From a perspective
of family safety check, decision maker who could
check family’s safety tend to choice stay. There-
fore, family’s safety check is the important factors
for the avoidance of confusion at the great disaster.

A sensitivity analysis is conducted based on this
result. One is the analysis of the effect of the exis-
tence of a stay place on going-home behavior and
another is the analysis of effect of family’s safety
check in the early time zone. Figure 10 shows the
results.

First, we consider the case where all people
have the waiting place. If the ratio of waiting posi-
tion tweets of users who choose by foot, train and
other is same as the average ratio by stay choosers,
the number of choice staying will increase by 1.18
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Figure 10: The result of sensitivity analysis

times and the share of stay is17.0%.
On the other hand, the share of going-home be-

havior such as on foot and train decreases by3%.
Although3% of reduction seems to be very small
influence apparently, generally the traffic conges-
tion and confusion in a transport system occur by
exceeding only 10% of supplied capacity. From
this point,3% of reduction effects is not few.

Next, we analyzed the influence of the safety
check within a family. It is checked from the
tweets that there are 353 decision makers who
have family living together. When all of these
353 persons was able to check family’s safety by
17:00, as shown in Figure 10, the number of agents
who choice train or stay increase by 1.1 times, and
the number of people who go home by foot de-
crease by 0.95 time. Needless to say, the safety
check within a family at the time of a disaster is
the important information. Since lines of commu-
nication other than a mobile phone carried out the
big contribution by this earthquake disaster, these
communication tools can prevent the confusion of
transport network partially.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we inferred the going-home behav-
ior in Tokyo metropolitan area after the Great East
Japan Earthquake using tweet data and geotag data
of Twitter and clarified the decision-making fac-
tors. Although the inference method of going-
home behavior and the behavioral model were
the existing techniques, by combining two data
sources and techniques, the going-home behavior
for each individual and its factors were clarified
only from Twitter data. And the virtual scenario
simulation was carried out and we analyzed the ef-
fect of waiting space and communication tools.

In the ex post survey about the behavior in the
earthquake disaster, the orders of samples is about
thousands of people. In this research, the number
of users whose tweets were with geotag is 3,307
people in Tokyo metropolitan area and it is also
same order. However, if we can calculate the sim-

ilarity of users who have geotag and not have geo-
tag from the similarity of users’ tweet, human be-
haviors in the great disaster can be clarified in hun-
dreds thousands of people’s order. We would like
to consider these approach as future tasks.
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Abstract 

The Philippines is considered to be one of the 

world’s most disaster prone countries. Since 

the use of mobile devices continues to grow, 

many generated applications for mobile devic-

es that will aid during disaster. While most of 

the people residing in the urban areas are 

mostly smartphone users, people who are liv-

ing in the rural areas are still using low-cost 

phones.  In order to equally provide infor-

mation that will be needed on or during disas-

ter, we created BahaBa a SMS-based route 

generation system targeted for mobile devices. 

The system accepts a SMS and generates a 

template-based response to the sender, con-

taining instructions on the shortest path to the 

nearest safe place in a community.  

1 Introduction 

According to the Asia Pacific Disaster Report 

2012, the average number of people in Asia-

Pacific who are at risk from yearly flooding dou-

bled from 29.5 million to 63.8 million  (United 

Nations Economic and Social Commission for 

Asia and the Pacific and United Nations Office 

for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2012). Philippine is 

one of the region's hardest hit countries in the 

past decade which recorded 182 disasters that 

killed almost 11,000 people (United Nations 

Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2012). 

Since the use of mobile devices continues to 

grow, several local applications for mobile de-

vices have been developed, such as iTyphoon 

(Nueva Caceres Technology Solutions, Inc., 

2013) and Project NOAH (Department of 

Science and Technology, 2013) , to aid during 

disasters. Most of these applications require the 

use of smartphones and mobile internet to con-

tribute and retrieve content. 

According to a World Bank (2012) report, 

Philippines have a high access and usage statis-

tics in mobile communication when compared to 

other countries. It is highlighted that mobile in-

ternet usage in the Philippines is low, 23.1% of 

Filipino mobile users have mobile broadband 

connection and only 9.8% use mobile internet. 

The data also showed that 97% of the users use 

Short Message Service (SMS). In order to pro-

vide information that will be needed on or during 

disaster we created BahaBa, route generation 

system targeted for mobile devices. It uses SMS 

to accept user request and generates a template-

based response to the sender containing instruc-

tions on the shortest path to the nearest safe place 

in a community. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follow. Section 2 reviews existing works related 

to our approaches. Section 3 introduces the main 

processes of our approach.   Section 4 describes 

our testing results.  In Section 5, we conclude our 

efforts and discuss some future works. 

2 Related Literature 

The work of Dale, et al. (2003) was one of the 

early works who used Natural Language Genera-

tion (NLG) to provide navigational assistance. 

Their work, Coral, generate descriptions for 

routes from an area to another area. Routes gen-

erated consider the mode of navigation, means of 

communication and type of environment. The 

system represented the world as nodes, arcs and 

polygons. The nodes represent junctions or deci-

sion points, arcs represent travelable paths and 

polygons represent areas like parks, stations and 

the like. The system also has several options 

which allows user to customize their route, 

whether he wants the shortest or fastest path, 

avoid an area, or traverse a one way road. The 

NLG task in Coral involves text planning, micro 
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planning and linguistic realization. Text planning 

is about taking a path-based route plan that de-

rives messages that are sent to the user. Micro 

planning makes a list of sentences and identifies 

what information to be used for the route to be 

undertaken. Linguistic realization maps the sen-

tences. Same as Coral, our work focuses on using 

NLG to generate route to safe places. Our NLG 

task is focus on Text Planning, Discourse Plan-

ning and Linguistic Realization. 

  Fajardo & Oppus (2010) discussed MyDisas-

terDroid, an application that determines the op-

timum route to find different ge-graphical loca-

tions that the rescuers will take in order to serve 

effectively during a disaster. In determining the 

most optimum route along different geographical 

locations, it was solved as a travelling salesman 

problem wherein the objective is to go to a loca-

tion and proceed to another in the shortest way 

possible in terms of length or cost. Since our 

work provides a path to a nearest safe place, we 

used A* search algorithm. This algorithm en-

sures that a path can be found, and, if it exists, 

takes distance into consideration as the cost in 

order achieve the optimal route.  

  

3 The Bahaba System 

The BahaBa system is consists of 3 main mod-

ules: SMS Processing, Route Generation and 

Text Generation. Figure 1 shows the system ar-

chitecture. 

3.1 SMS Processing Module 

This module is responsible for sending and re-

ceiving SMS to and from the user. Once an SMS 

is received this module validates first the format. 

The format is: 

 

BHB [Type] [Hazard] [User Location] 

 

BHB is the system key variable. The [type]   is 

the keyword for safe places being searched by 

the user. [Hazard] is the keyword if the user 

wants to consider the surrounding flood hazards. 

While the [User Location], contains the user’s 

current location. Table 1 and 2 shows the key-

words used for [type] and [hazard]. 

 

 

Keyword Description 

EC Evacuation Center 

P Police Station 

H Hospital 

O Any nearest safe place 

Table 1. Keywords for Safe Place 

 

 

Keyword Description 

H With hazards 

NH Without hazards 

Table 2. Keywords for Hazard 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. BahaBa System Architecture 
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Once the format is validated, it will perform 

location validation. The [User Location] will be 

compared to all the list of locations stored in the 

database. Once validated, it will transfer the 

SMS data, and the longitude and latitude of the 

[User Location] to the next module; else it will 

respond back to the user notifying that the SMS 

is invalid. 

3.2 Route Generation Module 

This module handles the actual generation of the 

route in the form of a list of nodes. It first creates 

a start node for the start location based on the 

[User Location]. It then searches the database for 

a list of safe places specified in the [Type] and 

creates goal nodes for them.  

The task of this module is to look for the nearest 

safe place from the start location. We treated this 

route generation as a search problem where, from 

the initial node, or the start location, the search 

algorithm finds the fastest and lowest cost path to 

the goal node, or the target location. We used A* 

search algorithm since it ensures that a solution 

or path can be found, and, if it exists, takes dis-

tance into consideration as the cost in order 

achieve the optimal route.  

For the evaluation function f(n) used in A* 

search algorithm, the cost function g(n) will be 

the collective cost or distance from the start node 

to the node n, while the heuristic function h(n) 

will be the cost or straight line distance from the 

node n to the goal node. Distances are calculated 

with the Euclidean distance formula using lati-

tude and longitude as the ordered pair for the 

nodes as seen in Figure 2.  

 

  √
(        (  )          (  ))

 

  (         (  )           (  ))
 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Euclidian Distance Formula 

 

Since our system consider flood hazards, they 

are treated as expensive nodes depending on the 

hazard level. To be more specific, a hazard node 

can still be a viable node to pass through in a 

route. To emulate the added cost of a hazard 

node’s flood level, the node’s heuristic value can 

be increased by a value corresponding to the in-

tensity of the flood level. A hazard node that cur-

rently has minimal flood levels would have its 

heuristic increased by a trivial amount, like an 

additional 10m, which would keep its overall 

cost lower, while a hazard node that currently 

has dangerous flood levels would have its heuris-

tic increased by a major amount, like an addi-

tional 500m, which would make the node ex-

tremely costly to traverse, effectively ruling it 

out as a possible node in the route. After the 

shortest path to the goal node is found the mod-

ule then generates a Text Plan. 

The Text Plan is constructed by traversing the 

route’s nodes. Using the location’s longitude and 

latitude found in each node, it identifies if it is 

traversing a single street and detects when the 

path turns to a new street or encounters a loca-

tion landmark. Figure 3 shows an example of a 

generated Text Plan. 

 
De La Salle University { 
    nextNode: Dagonoy; 
    safePlace: 0; 
    hazard: 0; 
    landmark: none; 
    turn: right; 
} 

↓ 
Dagonoy { 
    nextNode: Leon Guinto; 
    safePlace: 0; 
    hazard: 0; 
    landmark: none; 
    turn: left; 
} 

↓ 
Leon Guinto{ 
    nextNode: Quirino Avenue; 
    safePlace: 0; 
    hazard: 0; 
    landmark: none; 
    turn: left; 
} 

↓ 
Quirino Avenue { 
    nextNode: Ospital ng Maynila; 
    safePlace: 0; 
    hazard: 0; 
    landmark: none; 
    turn: right; 
} 

↓ 
Ospital ng Maynila { 
    nextNode: none; 
    safePlace: 1; 
    hazard: 0; 
    landmark: none; 
    turn: none; 
} 

 

Figure 3. Sample Text Plan 

 

If there is a route generated the Text Plan will 

be passed to the Text generation module; else it 
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will pass it to the SMS processing module to in-

form the sender that there are no routes available.  

3.3 Text Generation Module 

This module converts the route generated by the 

previous module into text form through the use 

of template-based NLG. This module has two 

sub-modules: Discourse Planning and Linguistic 

Realization. Figure 3 shows the process of the 

Text Generation Module 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Text Generation Module 

 

Discourse Planning 

Each element in the Text Plan is analyzed and 

categorized according to the templates. Table 3 

shows the list of template tag. 

 

Template Tag Description 

<start no landmark> First element in the 

Text Plan. No land-

mark near the area. 

<start with landmark> First element in the 

Text Plan. There is 

landmark near the area. 

<body no landmark> Elements between the 

first and the last ele-

ment. No landmark 

near the area. 

<body with landmark> Elements between the 

first and the last ele-

ment. There is land-

mark near the area. 

<end no landmark> Last element in the 

Text Plan. No land-

mark near the area. 

<end with landmark> First element in the 

Text Plan. There is 

landmark near the area. 

 

Table 3. List of Template Tag 

 

Once all the elements are analyzed, it will pass 

the Text Plan and the assigned templates to the 

next sub-module. Using the Text Plan in the pre-

vious module it will output the following: 

 

<start no landmark><body no landmark> 

<body no landmark> <end no landmark> 

 

Linguistic Realization 

The template tags from the output of the dis-

course planning are the basis on what template 

number will be retrieved from the database. The 

database used in this sub-module contains all the 

templates with their corresponding tag. For every 

template randomly chosen, the values from the 

Text Plan are used to complete the template. Us-

ing the Text plan and the template tags it will 

output the following text: 

 Simula sa De La Salle University, 

dumiretso pagkatapos kumanan sa Da-

gonoy. 

Translation: ‘Starting from De La Salle 

University, you walk straight ahead and 

then turn right to Dagonoy’ 

 Pagkatapos lumiko, dumiretso lamang at 

kumaliwa sa Leon Guinto. 

Translation: ‘After you turn, you walk 

straight and then turn left to Leon Guinto.’ 

 Ang susunod na gagawin ay hanapin ang 

Quirino at kumaliwa dito. 

Translation: ‘The next step is to look for 

Quirino and turn left.’ 

 Dumiretso lamang at matatagpuan ang 

Ospital ng Maynila.  

Translation: ‘You walk straight ahead and 

you will see the Hospital on Manila.’ 

 

Once the text form is generated it will then 

pass it to the SMS Processing Module to send 

back the message containing the route to the 

sender. 

 

4 Evaluation 

The quality of the routes generated was evalu-

ated based on standards discussed by Lovelace, 

et al. (1999). According to Lovelace, et al. 

(1999), the quality of a route direction can be 

measured by the information present in the text. 

Examples of this information are the landmarks, 

turns and descriptive route information. To con-

firm the quality of the routed generated by our 

system two experiments were conducted.  

 

Templates 

Text Plan 

Discourse Planning 

Linguistic Realization 

Generated Route 
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Experiment 1: Unfamiliar route and Map 

The goal of the experiment is to determine if a 

SMS response generated from the system is clear 

enough to direct a user to a safe place. 

The task performed was to ask evaluators to 

answer a survey which contains an unfamiliar 

map and a route generated by the system. Fol-

lowing the route found in the survey, the evalua-

tors need to draw lines on the roads of the map 

starting from a specified starting location going 

to the destination. 

The survey was answered by 30 respondents, 

14 of which are male while the rest are female. 

Below is a summary of the evaluation:  

 Errors made by some respondents were 

through following the route per sentence. 

They go through the whole street that 

was mentioned in the first instruction be-

fore they head to the next street indicated 

in the next instruction. This result to mis-

takes in turning and the respondents had 

to go back since they missed a corner.  

 Errors were caused due to unfamiliarity 

of the area, based from their drawing 

there are some lines that went over the 

corners and passed through them. These 

errors were due to the problem with the 

generation of the route. Roads that are 

going to a curve are sometimes per-

ceived as a turn in direction. 

Based from the results of this survey, some 

roads are hard to simulate by only looking at the 

map and the given route. It is recommended that 

an actual simulation is needed to test the reliabil-

ity of the generated instruction.  

 

Experiment 2: Validate Generated Route 

The second experiment conducted is to evalu-

ate the route generated whether it is effective in 

giving out directions. 

Same as the previous experiment we ask eval-

uators to answer a survey. The survey was an-

swered by 30 respondents, 14 of which are male 

while the rest are female. The survey contains an 

example route to be evaluated and a list of crite-

ria made by Lovelace, et al. (1999). Evaluators 

were asked to check a criteria if it is present in 

the route generated by the system. Table 4 shows 

the result of the experiment. 

 

 

Criteria Votes % * 

A - Prepares the traveler for up-

coming turning points to change 

location 

21 70% 

B - Mentions landmarks at turn-

ing points 

21 70% 

C - Gives ’you’ve gone too far 

if’ statements in case a turning 

point is missed 

18 60% 

D - Gives landmarks rather than 

street names 

14 47% 

E - Provides a limited amount of 

redundant information 

14 47% 

F - Tells the traveler which way 

to proceed at a turning point to 

change location 

23 77% 

G - Provides information to al-

low recovery from errors 

10 33% 

H - Provides clearly linear in-

formation 

20 67% 

I - Gives distances between turn-

ing points 

6 20% 

* no. of votes / no. of evaluators 

 

Table 4. Results of Experiment 2 

 

The results show that the generated route was 

able to direct a user when there is a turning point 

to change direction. It is also observed that the 

route was able to use landmarks, but this is de-

pendent on the data stored in the database. Crite-

ria G and I are expected to be low because the 

templates used for the routes does not cover giv-

ing directions to allow recovery of errors and 

does not give distances between turning points. 

 

5 Conclusion 

The BahaBa System was able receive a SMS re-

quest, process the request, generate a route and 

its corresponding route message, and send the 

SMS back to the user.  

Currently, the routes generated by the system 

are in the Filipino Language. But since we are 

using template-based NLG, it can easily be 

adapted to other languages by simply translating 

the templates that are stored in the database. 

While experiment 1 results shows confusion 

among evaluators when navigating on the paper 

map, experiment 2 showed that the generated 

routes are effective. Possible future work in-

cludes, doing experiment 1 again but instead of 

navigating on paper map, an actual navigation 

should be done. Another possible work is on re-

solving the criteria G and I by reviewing and ex-

panding the templates and adding more infor-

mation relevant to route generation. 
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